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This dissertation focuses on the predictive relations between parental home-based
involvement in children’s schooling and the development of children’s reading and
math skills in kindergarten and in the first two years of primary school (i.e., elementary
school). The dissertation investigates (1) the extent to which children’s emergent
literacy or emergent numeracy skills in kindergarten and in primary school would
predict parental home-based involvement; and (2) to what extent parents’ home-based
involvement in their children’s learning during kindergarten and during primary
school would predict the subsequent development of their children’s academic skills.
Additionally, (3) the antecedents of parental involvement and the antecedents of
children’s academic skills were investigated. The present thesis is based on two data
sets. The first of these stems from the Jyväskylä Entrance into Primary School study, in
which 207 children and their parents were followed up during the children’s transition
from kindergarten to primary school. The second data set is part of the First Steps study,
in which circa 2,000 children and their mothers and fathers participated. The mothers
and fathers of both data sets completed questionnaires concerning their home-based
involvement in the middle of their children’s kindergarten year as well as during the
subsequent first and second school year. Children’s skills were assessed at the
beginning and the end of kindergarten, Grade 1, and Grade 2. The results showed that
parental home-based involvement was related differently to children’s skills in
kindergarten and primary school. (1) In kindergarten, the better word reading and
math skills children showed, the more teaching of reading, shared reading and
teaching of math their parents reported having given. However, in Grade 1, it was
children’s poor skills in reading and math that activated parents’ teaching of reading,
shared reading, and teaching of math. Similarly, the worse reading and math skills
children showed at the beginning of Grade 1, the more monitoring and help parents
reported to be giving later on. Overall, the results suggest that mothers and fathers
adjust their teaching to the actual skill level of their children when their children enter
primary school. The results show further that (2) of the reading-related activities,
mothers’ teaching of reading was the best predictor of the development of reading
skills among kindergarten children. However, starting in Grade 1, parental
involvement was less beneficial for the development of children’s reading and math
skills. The additional results showed that (3) the lower the socioeconomic status of
mothers and fathers, the more teaching of reading and math they reported to be giving.
Also, the results further demonstrate that girls (vs. boys), firstborns (vs. later-borns),
and children with more highly educated mothers are more likely to become good
readers by the end of the kindergarten year.
Keywords: parental involvement, teaching of reading, teaching of math, shared reading,
homework, monitoring, help, reading, math, kindergarten, primary school
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1

INTRODUCTION

According to Bronfenbrenner’s ecological systems theory (1979), children’s
academic skills develop under the influence of proximal (e.g., parenting,
schooling, individual) and distal (e.g., socioeconomic, cultural) environmental
systems (Bronfenbrenner, 1979). It has been suggested that different systems
interact with each other and produce a unique effect on the developing child
(Bronfenbrenner, 1979). Therefore, besides instruction at school, also parental
involvement in children’s schooling is important for the development of
children’s academic skills (for a review, see Taylor, Clayton, & Rowley, 2004).
Given the importance of the role parents play in their children’s academic
development, it is not surprising that home-based parental involvement in the
development of children’s skills has received an increasing amount of attention
in psychological research.
In the current conceptualization of parenting in academic contexts, three
major dimensions are in focus: learning environment, warmth/responsivity,
and management/discipline (Morrison, 2009; Morrison, Bachman, & Connor,
2005; Morrison & Cooney, 2002). Learning environment refers to parental
behaviors in promoting their children’s academic development, such as
through shared reading, teaching of reading, teaching of mathematics, library
visits, and the amount of books at home. Warmth/responsivity refers to parents’
emotional closeness to their child, as well as their responsivity to their
children’s curiosity and opinions. Finally, management/discipline refers to
parents’ attitudes and behaviors concerning their children’s transgression, as
well as the consistency of such parental behavior. All three dimensions are
independent but interact together and produce a complex pattern or relations
affecting children’s academic and social skills. For instance, for children before
school entry, a positive family learning environment has an enhancing effect on
children’s academic skills. However, parental warmth and management
influence children’s academic skills indirectly, through children’s social skills.
Each of these dimensions has unique (domain-specific) impacts on children’s
reading and math development and interacts with child characteristics such as
gender or self-regulation.
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The literature on parental involvement makes a clear distinction between
parental practices and general styles of parenting (Aunola & Nurmi, 2004;
Pomerantz & Eaton, 2001). Parenting styles typically relate to overall parental
behaviors over a wide range of situations, whereas parental practices are
typically understood as specific strategies or certain behaviors in a specific
context or situation (Pomerantz & Eaton, 2001). Parental practices rather than
parenting styles were in focus in this dissertation.
Another clear distinction should be made in understanding parental ageappropriate involvement. That is, the role of parents’ involvement with young
children (e.g., before primary school) is different from their involvement with
older children (e.g., in primary school). Environments in which, for example,
literacy and numeracy learning takes place at a very young age are respectively
referred to as a home literacy environment and home numeracy environment.
Both the home literacy environment and home numeracy environment are
multifaceted constructs consisting of various interrelated aspects differentially
connected to children’s emergent literacy and emergent numeracy skills (Bus,
van IJzendoorn, & Pellegrini, 1995; Griffin & Morrison, 1997; Leseman & de
Jong, 1998; Sénéchal & LeFevre, 2002). However, these environments change as
children grow older and become related in different ways to children’s skills as
they progress in their school career (Pomerantz, Moorman, & Litwack, 2007).
In sum, this dissertation investigated the longitudinal associations
between parental home-based involvement and children’s reading and math
skills during kindergarten and the first two years of primary school. The focus
of the thesis was on the reciprocal relationship between parental involvement
and children’s skills, and on the role of children’s age/grade level in this
relation. This research expands the existing literature by providing evidence on
parental involvement in children’s skill development in an orthographically
transparent language (i.e., Finnish). Also, the results reported here are based on
large-scale longitudinal studies that employed self-reports by both parents and
applied a wide array of data analysis techniques.

1.1 Parental involvement
According to the classification proposed by Pomerantz et al. (2007), parents’
academic involvement is a multifaceted construct that includes both homebased and school-based involvement (Figure 1; for a review, see Pomerantz et
al., 2007). School-based involvement has been defined as parents’ cooperating with
the kindergarten or school. It has been shown that school-based involvement
enhances social functioning and decreases problem behavior (El Nokali,
Bachman, & Votruba-Drzal, 2010). However, it does not directly predict
changes in achievement. Home-based involvement, on the other hand, refers to
parents’ involvement in their children’s school-related activities at home, and
has been shown to be related to children’s achievement (Pomerantz et al., 2007;
Jeynes, 2005). Parents’ home-based involvement, that is, parental behaviors in
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promoting children’s academic development (shared reading, teaching of
reading, teaching of mathematics), can be seen to represent what Morrison and
his colleagues (Morrison, 2009; Morrison, Bachman, & Connor, 2005; Morrison
& Cooney, 2002) refer to as learning environment. This dissertation focuses on
parents’ home-based activities and practices that promote their children’s
learning.

FIGURE 1

Model of Parental Involvement. Based on Pomerantz et al. (2007)

Theories on how parental home-based involvement, that is, the learning
environment, is related to children’s academic achievement have been
introduced in the past. For instance, the Home Literacy Model was developed
to relate parents’ activities with their children at home to children’s skills in the
domain of reading (Figure 2). According to this model (Sénéchal & LeFevre,
2002), reading-related parental involvement with children can be broken down
into informal and formal reading-related activities at home. Informal readingrelated activities are associated with the environment parents create at home,
such as, for instance, through the quantity of children’s books made available or
the amount of shared reading taking place at home. In turn, formal readingrelated activities refer to exposing a child to print per se, such as teaching letter
names, sounds, or teaching of reading. Previous research has shown that
parents engage more often in shared reading than in the teaching of reading
with their kindergarten-aged children (e.g., Hood, Conlon, & Andrews, 2008).
The Home Literacy Model was created for children learning to read an
orthographically inconsistent language, such as English (Sénéchal & LeFevre,
2002; Hood et al., 2008), and also tested children acquiring reading in French
(Sénéchal, 2006).
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FIGURE 2

The Home Literacy Model. Modified from Hood et al. (2008, p. 264, Fig. 2)

Apart from the learning environment that parents create at home, parental
management/discipline has been shown to become manifest in a variety of
ways. One of the frequently examined types of such parental involvement is
parental homework assistance (Jeynes, 2005; Kuppens, Grietens, Onghena, &
Michiels, 2009; Patall, Cooper, & Robinson, 2008; Pomerantz & Eaton, 2001;
Pomerantz & Ruble, 1998). Depending on the characteristics of parental
homework assistance, it can be understood as control (characterized by
pressure, intrusion, and domination) or structure (typified by guidance)
(Grolnick & Pomerantz, 2009). In this dissertation, I consider parents’ assistance
with homework as control over the child rather than structure, since—in the
present empirical studies—parents reported the frequency of their involvement
without being asked for assistance by their children. Previous research has
identified several forms of parental homework assistance. For instance,
Pomerantz and Eaton (2001) differentiated two forms: monitoring and help.
Monitoring is typically defined as checking children’s homework, whereas help
was conceptualized as teaching or guiding a child in completing his or her
homework. Monitoring and help are conceptually similar to Morrison et al.’s
management/discipline which refers to parents’ attitudes and behaviors
concerning their children’s transgression and to the consistency of such parental
behavior. In the present dissertation, the two forms of homework assistance,
that is, monitoring and help, were examined in a greater detail.
Some theories have also focused on the factors affecting parental
involvement. According to one such theory by Hoover-Dempsey and Sandler
(1995, 1997), three major sources affect parental motivation for involvement:
parental motivational beliefs, perceptions of invitations for involvement, and
personal life context (see Figure 3). In primary school (Grades 1–4), specifically
invitations by the child, parental self-efficacy for involvement, role activity
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beliefs, and time and energy have been found to be the strongest predictors of
parental home-based involvement (Green, Walker, Hoover-Dempsey, &
Sandler, 2007). This model, however, does not take into account the role of
children’s characteristics (e.g., actual skill level).

FIGURE 3

The theoretical model of Parental Involvement (Hoover-Dempsey and
Sandler, 2005). Modified from Green et al. (2007, p. 533, Fig. 1).

Some current theoretical frameworks also emphasize the importance of
children’s “evocative impact” on their relationship with significant others (Bell,
1968; Hartup & Laursen, 1991; Pomerantz & Eaton, 2001; Rutter, 1997; Scarr &
McCartney, 1983; Stattin & Kerr, 2000). For instance, it has been shown that
children’s characteristics, such as academic performance or socioeconomic
characteristics, can have an impact on the teacher’s instruction (Nurmi, in press;
Rutter, 1997). In a recent meta-analysis, Nurmi (in press) reported that, first,
good academic performance on behalf of children evoked more closeness in the
teacher–child relationship and less conflict as well as less child dependency.
Moreover, children’s external problem behavior, as well as their internal
problem behavior, activated an increase in the amount of children’s conflict
with their teacher and in child dependency, while causing a decrease in the
closeness of the teacher–child relationship. Finally, a high level of children’s
motivation and engagement resulted in less conflict and more closeness in
teacher–child relationships. There is some evidence to suggest that parents also
react to children’s characteristics (Pomerantz & Eaton, 2001; Levin et al., 1997).
However, systematic investigation of this possibility throughout children’s
kindergarten and early primary school stages is missing. Consequently, in this
dissertation, I investigated the influence of children’s characteristics on their
parents’ behavior.
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1.2 Learning to read and learning math
1.2.1

Emerging literacy and learning to read

Children know a lot about reading already before they begin formal reading
instruction, and this knowledge provides the basis for their learning to read and
write (Lonigan, Burgess, & Anthony, 2000; Whitehurst & Lonigan, 1998, 2003).
Such reading-related pre-skills, knowledge and attitudes develop gradually and
are often described as emergent literacy. According to Whitehurst and Lonigan
(1998), emergent literacy consists of two groups of skills: inside-out skills and
outside-in skills. Inside-out skills refers to the information within the printed
word that relates to the ability to translate print into sounds and sounds into
print (e.g., phonological awareness, letter knowledge; Whitehurst & Lonigan,
2003). Outside-in skills refers to the sources of information outside the printed
word that directly support children’s understanding of the meaning of the
printed word (e.g., vocabulary, conceptual knowledge, story schemas;
Whitehurst & Lonigan, 2003). Whitehurst and Lonigan (2003) see phonological
processing, print awareness (inside-out skills) and oral language (outside-in skills)
as the key components of emergent literacy. Phonological processing skills can
be further broken down into phonological sensitivity, phonological naming,
and phonological memory (Wagner & Torgesen, 1987). All of these three
phonological processing skills have been shown to be strongly associated with
subsequent decoding skills (Burges & Lonigan, 1998; Kirby, Parrila, Pfeiffer,
2003; Wagner, Torgesen, & Rashotte, 1994; Wagner et al., 1997). In turn, print
awareness refers to ability in letter knowledge, decoding, and writing. Print
awareness has also been shown to be one of the strongest predictors of
subsequent reading skills (Adams, 1990; Stevenson & Newman, 1986).
It has been shown that the strongest proximal predictors of reading (i.e.,
decoding) skills are letter knowledge and phonological awareness in languages
both with consistent (e.g., Finnish; see Lerkkanen, Ahonen, & Poikkeus, 2011;
Puolakanaho et al., 2007) and inconsistent orthographies (e.g., English; see
Lonigan, Burgess, & Anthony, 2000; Scarborough, 2001; Snow, Burns, & Griffin,
1998). In turn, reading fluency, vocabulary, and listening comprehension have
been shown to predict reading comprehension.
The studies in this dissertation were carried out regarding Finnish
children. The Finnish language is characterized by an exceptionally regular
grapheme-to-phoneme correspondence, making learning to read a relatively
rapid process (Holopainen, Ahonen, & Lyytinen, 2001; Lerkkanen, RaskuPuttonen, Aunola, & Nurmi, 2004; Lyytinen et al., 2006). In Finnish, every word
can be read through reliance on this highly bidirectionally consistent
phonological strategy. In fact, learning to read Finnish has been shown to
progress faster than learning to read more orthographically opaque languages,
such as English or French (Seymour, Aro, & Erskine, 2003). Due to these
features of the Finnish language, at least 25% of children in Finland learn to
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read before starting school (Holopainen, Ahonen, Tolvanen, & Lyytinen, 2000;
Lerkkanen et al., 2004), and the vast majority of the remainder learn to read
during the first semester of Grade 1 (Leppänen, Niemi, Aunola, & Nurmi, 2004;
Lerkkanen et al., 2004). Reading skills have been suggested to develop
cumulatively over the first few grades of primary school. This phenomenon is
known as the “Matthew effect” (Stanovich, 1986; Stanovich, West, Cunningham,
Cipielewski, & Siddiqui, 1996), which proposes that inter-individual differences
in reading skills widen over time because children with good skills accelerate
faster in their learning to read than children with poorer skills do. The
“Matthew effect” was shown to be typical among Finnish kindergarteners,
before formal teaching or reading begins. However, after moving on to primary
school, Finnish children evidence a tendency opposite to the “Matthew effect”:
Inter-individual differences start to decrease substantially as children move up
to Grade 1 and then Grade 2 of primary school (Leppänen et al., 2004).
1.2.2

Emerging numeracy and learning mathematics

As in the case of emergent literacy, all number-related skills, knowledge and
attitudes acquired before the formal teaching of math begins are described as
emergent numeracy (Coplan, Barber, & Lagace-Seguin, 1999; Jordan, Kaplan,
Oláh, & Locuniak, 2006; Spelke, 2005). Children gradually learn symbolic
number representation and numeric phenomena. Emerging numeracy skills
comprise an awareness of numbers and beginning to make logical deductions
regarding numbers (e.g., learning to count numbers, connecting numbers to
their written representation, comparing numbers of objects, combining
numbers of objects, sharing objects equally).
Several cognitive antecedents have been suggested to play a role in the
development of mathematical skills. One such antecedent is counting ability,
namely, children’s understanding of how to count objects and their knowledge
of the order of numbers (Aunola, Leskinen, Lerkkanen, & Nurmi, 2004; Geary,
Hamson, & Hoard, 2000; Krajewski & Schneider, 2009a, 2009b; LeFevre et al.,
2010a). In several studies, mathematical skills have been found to relate to
number sequence skills, listening comprehension, verbal skills, nonverbal
problem solving, processing speed, attention, metacognitive skills, parents’
educational level and socioeconomic status, and parents’ expectations and
beliefs (Aunola, Nurmi, Lerkkanen, & Rasku-Puttonen, 2003; Aunola et al., 2004;
Byrnes & Wasik, 2009; Entwisle & Alexander, 1990; Fuchs et al., 2006; Koponen,
Aunola, Ahonen, & Nurmi, 2007). As suggested by Lemair and Siegler (1995;
see also Geary et al., 2000), counting is a backup strategy in the acquisition of
arithmetic knowledge, being reflected in the subsequent level of automatization
and accuracy of fact retrieval (i.e., to find the correct answer very fast from
long-term memory). After many successful counts, the repeated presentation of
arithmetic tasks leads to a stronger activation of the examinee’s answers,
enabling children to rely increasingly on the retrieval of solutions instead of
counting. In the present study, I focused on children’s basic arithmetic
knowledge in performing addition and subtraction tasks within a set time limit.
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In contrast to learning to read, learning mathematics progresses in a
hierarchical manner. That is, it is only after mastering basic concepts and skills
(e.g., addition with one-digit numbers) that children can move on to learn
higher level operations (e.g., addition of large numbers) (Aunola et al., 2004;
Entwisle & Alexander, 1990; Fuchs et al., 2006). Around one-third of Finnish
children are also able to do some basic arithmetic with small numbers when
they enter primary school (Aunola, et al., 2004). Mathematical skills have been
found to develop cumulatively over the first grades of primary school: Interindividual differences in mathematical skills grow over time because children
with good skills accelerate faster in their learning than children with poorer
skills (Aunola et al., 2004; Kikas, Peets, Palu, & Afanasjeva, 2009).
1.2.3

Antecedents of children’s academic skills

Socioeconomic status (SES) and parents’ education. The importance of the
child’s socioeconomic background factors in predicting his or her skill
development has also been demonstrated in many studies (Ginsburg &
Bronstein, 1993; Marjoribanks, 1996; Scarborough & Dobrich, 1994; White, 1982;
White, Reynolds, Thomas, & Gitzlaff, 1993). This research has consistently
shown that children of parents with a higher SES perform better at school
compared to children of families with a lower socioeconomic status. For
example, previous research studies have shown that children from families
with a low SES had a lower level of emergent literacy skills—such as
concerning print concept, alphabet knowledge, word recognition, and
phonological awareness—than children from families with a high SES (Hood et
al., 2008; Scarborough & Dobrich, 1994). Previous research has also indicated
that parents’ level of educational qualification has a strong effect on their child’s
reading and math performance (e.g., Leppänen et al., 2004; Lewis, 2000;
McClelland & Morrison, 2003), even much stronger than family income or
socioeconomic status (see Melhuis, 2010). For instance, Leppänen et al. (2004)
found that mothers of good readers are better educated than mothers of average
and poor readers. Moreover, Torppa, Poikkeus, Laakso, Eklund, and Lyytinen
(2006) showed that children with delayed letter knowledge development have
less educated mothers than tends to be the case for other children. As an
explanation for these results, it has been suggested that parents’ education has
an influence on the quality of the home learning environment, experiences,
parental action and investment in resources that promote the children’s
development (e.g., Guo & Harris, 2000; Sylva, 2010).
As for math development, children from families with a lower SES
performed worse on math tasks than children from families with a higher SES.
For instance, Jordan et al. (2006) have shown that, at the end of kindergarten,
children from low-income families perform significantly worse than children
from middle-income families according to a wide array of math outcomes (e.g.,
counting skills, number recognition, number knowledge, nonverbal calculation,
story problems, number combinations). As parents’ SES and educational level
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play an important role in the development of their child’s skills, parental SES
and educational level were also considered in this dissertation.
Birth order. Birth order may also be related to the development of
children’s literacy skills. Castro, Lubker, Bryant, and Skinner (2002) showed
that 1st grade students who are firstborns are better at letter–word identification
and at reading comprehension than students born later. This relates to the fact
that parents tend to devote more time at home to parent–child reading with
their firstborns than with their subsequent children (see also Raikes et al., 2006;
Westerlund & Lagerberg, 2008). Consequently, the birth order of a child was an
important predictor of children’s skills.
Child’s gender. Research has shown that girls outperform boys in most
reading and pre-reading tasks (Halpern, 1997; Halpern & LaMay, 2000; Logan
& Johnson, 2009; Lynch, 2002; Phillips, Norris, Osmond, & Maynard, 2002;
Robinson & Lubienski, 2011). For example, girls were found to outperform boys
in both the acquisition and use of verbal information (Halpern, 1997; Halpern &
LaMay, 2000) and to score higher on emergent literacy tasks relating to
alphabetical knowledge (Lynch, 2002), reading tasks (Logan & Johnson, 2009;
Lynch, 2002) and reading comprehension (Logan & Johnson, 2009). Boys were
also overrepresented at the lower end of the distribution of dyslexia and
delayed speech (Halpern, 1997; Halpern & LaMay, 2000). Not all studies,
however, demonstrate gender-related differences in early reading skills (Harper
& Pelletier, 2008; Leppänen et al., 2004).
Although in recent years gender differences in standardized math test
have virtually disappeared in the US (e.g., Else-Quest, Hyde, & Linn, 2010;
Hyde, Fennema, & Lamon, 1990; Hyde, Lindberg, Linn, Ellis, & Williams, 2008),
some longitudinal studies in other countries have demonstrated that the small
gender gap appears in later school years favoring boys (e.g., Aunola et al., 2004;
Leahey & Guo, 2001; Robinson & Lubienski, 2011). Also, some studies on
kindergarteners have found gender differences, favoring boys. For instance,
Jordan et al. (2006) found small but significant difference regarding overall
number sense, nonverbal calculation, and estimation. However, yet other
studies focusing on the early school years, particularly kindergarten or Grade 1,
found no gender differences with regard to math performance (e.g., Aunola et
al., 2004; Hyde et al., 1990; Hyde et al., 2008; Robinson & Lubienski, 2011).
Consequently, given the possible importance of children’s gender in their
skill development, child gender was included in the analyses to moderate the
effects between parental home-based involvement and children’s skills.
1.2.4

The Finnish educational system

In the year of their 6th birthday, Finnish children begin kindergarten. It is
usually organized by the local day care centre or primary school. Kindergarten
education is voluntary and free of charge, which is why almost all children
(96%) participate in it (National Board of Education, 2008). The kindergarten
curriculum emphasizes personal and social development, that is, children are
not trained systematically in academic skills. Although there is no formal
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teaching of reading, spelling or number recognition in Finnish kindergartens,
children are nevertheless exposed to print, read to, and encouraged to play with
letters. Furthermore, children are introduced to numbers, mathematical
concepts, quantities, shapes, and the basics of classification, comparison, and
sorting in the form of nursery rhymes and games (National Board of Education,
2000). These informal literacy- and numeracy-related activities may, of course,
facilitate the development of children’s literacy and numeracy skills.
In the year of their 7th birthday, Finnish children enter Grade 1 of primary
school. This is when the formal and systematical teaching of reading and math
begins. In the process of learning to decode, the children are first encouraged to
learn to recognize single letters and letter–sound correspondences, then to read
syllables, and then to unite syllables to form entire words (Lerkkanen, 2007). At
the same time, their listening comprehension skills and vocabulary are
supported to create the basis for reading comprehension. Children who develop
decoding skills already before the 1st grade are considered precocious or early
readers. Therefore, in Finnish 1st grade literacy lessons, children often study in
small groups according to their stage of reading skill development. In small
group situations, the teacher has better opportunities for tailoring the
instruction to each child’s initial skill level and for giving individual attention to
particular children. In Grades 1 and 2, the task of instruction in mathematics is
to support the learning of mathematical concepts and the development of
mathematical thinking (National Board of Education, 2004). Students learn to
use numbers as symbols of amount and order, to apply addition, subtraction,
multiplication and division operations, to explain and justify their conclusions,
to perform comparisons or classify things, to know the decimal system and
simple fractions, and to recognize basic geometrical forms.

1.3 Parental involvement and children’s skills
Parental home-based involvement has been investigated by employing a
variety of variables, such as shared reading, teaching of reading, teaching of
math, and parental homework assistance (e.g., monitoring and help).
1.3.1

The role of parents’ involvement in children’s skills

Shared reading. Previous research among both kindergarten children and
primary school children has shown that shared reading promotes children’s
oral language skills, such as their vocabulary and syntactic skills (Evans, Show,
& Bell, 2000; Foy & Mann, 2003; Frijters, Barron, & Brunello, 2000; Sénéchal &
Cornell, 1993; Sénéchal & LeFevre, 2002; Torppa et al., 2006; Whitehurst &
Lonigan, 2003). For example, Hood et al. (2008) found that parents’ reading
practices, including the number of children’s books at home, recognition of
children’s book titles, and the frequency of reading to their children each week
contribute to the development of the children’s receptive vocabulary in Grade 1.
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Moreover, the opportunities for verbal interaction and the active participation
of the child during storybook reading have been shown to be related to
phonological awareness (Burgess, 1997) and vocabulary (Sénéchal, Thomas, &
Monker, 1995).
Previous studies, however, disagree on the magnitude of the effect of
shared reading on children’s reading skills (Bus et al., 1995; Evans et al., 2000;
Foy & Mann, 2003; Scarborough & Dobrich, 1994). For instance, the metaanalysis by Bus et al. (1995) and the literature review by Scarborough and
Dobrich (1994) found a positive association between shared reading and
children’s reading skills. However, the authors interpret their findings
differently. Bus et al. (1995) concluded that shared reading makes a mid-range
contribution to children's reading, whereas Scarborough & Dobrich (1994)
concluded that the contribution is weak.
Parental reading-related teaching. Previous research on the role of the
teaching of reading in the development of children’s reading skills has yielded
conflicting results (see Pomerantz et al., 2007). The findings on this relation
seem to differ depending on whether the measurement was taken before or
after school entry. In kindergarten, the findings are consistent: The teaching of
reading is related to good written language skills, including letter knowledge
(Evans et al., 2000; Manolitsis, Georgiou, Stephenson, & Parrila, 2009; Torppa et
al., 2006) and word decoding skills (Hood et al., 2008; Sénéchal & LeFevre, 2002).
Moreover, parents’ teaching to read and write is positively associated with their
children’s written language development in kindergarten (Sénéchal, LeFevre,
Thomas, & Daley, 1998). Similarly, Hood et al. (2008) found that teaching
practices at home—including the alphabet, how to write one’s name, and
reading—predicted children’s pre-reading skills before formal education. Also,
Torppa et al. (2006) found that less frequent teaching of letter names at the age
of 4.5 years predicted delayed letter knowledge at the age of 6.
Later on, after the transition from kindergarten to Grade 1, the results
concerning the role of parental home-based involvement in children’s reading
skills are less clear. Some studies have shown that parental home-based
teaching activities have substantial effects on the development of children’s
more advanced reading skills (Allen, Cipielewski, & Staniwich, 1992; Echols,
West, Stanovich, & Zehr, 1996; Evans et al., 2000; Scarborough & Dobrich, 1994;
Sénéchal, 2006; Sénéchal & LeFevre, 2002; Stephenson, Parrila, Georgiou, &
Kirby, 2008; Whitehurst & Lonigan, 2003). For example, Sénéchal and LeFevre
(2002) demonstrated that the more parents involve themselves in readingrelated activities with their kindergarten-aged children, the higher are the levels
of reading skills that their children acquire by Grade 3. In contrast, other studies
have failed to show any association between parental reading-related teaching
at home and children’s reading skills. For instance, Leppänen et al. (2004) found
no differences between “poor” readers, “average” readers, and “good” readers
with respect to the mothers teaching letters and reading to their kindergartenaged children. Moreover, research on homework has shown that parents’ help
with homework does not contribute—or is negatively related—to children’s
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academic development (Cooper, Lindsey, & Nye, 2000; Levin et al., 1997). For
instance, Chen and Stevenson (1989) reported that 24 out of the 27 correlations
found between the amount of time mothers helped with homework and
children’s achievement were negative. In another study, Levin et al. (1997)
showed that mothers’ help with homework did not have any effect on
children’s academic achievement in Grade 1–3.
Teaching of math. Although a large body of literature has focused on the
role of early teaching of reading, some limited research is also available on the
early teaching of mathematics (Blevins-Knabe, Austin, Musun, Eddy, & Jones,
2000; Blevins-Knabe & Musun-Miller, 1996; Huntsinger, Jose, Larson, & Krieg,
2000; LeFevre, Clarke, & Stringer, 2002; LeFevre, Polyzoi, Skwarchuk, Fast, &
Sowinski, 2010; Skwarchuk, 2009). For instance, it has been found that parents’
exposing their child to more advanced numeracy concepts in positive
mathematical experiences promotes the child’s numeracy before primary school
(Skwarchuk, 2009). The frequency of home numeracy activities, such as learning
simple sums or mental math, was found to be related to children’s numeracy
skills (LeFevre et al., 2002; LeFevre et al., 2010b). Moreover, Huntsinger et al.
(2000) found that parents teaching mathematics to their children at home
during the kindergarten year was positively linked to the children’s
performance in mathematics in Grades 3 and 4. However, research on parents’
role in their children’s learning in primary school is lacking.
Parental homework assistance. Previous research on parental assistance
with homework has shown contradictory findings. On the one hand, some
studies have suggested that parental homework assistance inhibits children’s
performance at school (e.g., Ginsburg & Bronstein, 1993; Grolnick & Ryan, 1989;
Ng, Kenney-Benson, & Pomerantz, 2004; Pomerantz et al., 2007; Steinberg,
Lamborn, Dornbursch, & Darling, 1992). Negative relations have been shown
between specific forms of homework assistance (i.e., monitoring and help) and
children’s academic development. For example, Patall et al. (2008) found a
small negative correlation between parents’ monitoring of homework and
children’s achievement. Moreover, regarding help given by parents, Cooper et
al. (2000) found that more frequent direct parental involvement was related to
lower scores on standardized tests. They also found a negative relation between
primary school students’ grades and direct parental involvement.
By contrast, some other researchers have suggested that parental
assistance with homework is positively related to children’s achievement in
primary school (Jeynes, 2005; Marcon, 1999; Patall et al., 2008; Peressini, 1998).
For instance, Pomerantz and Eaton (2001) found that the achievement of
children whose mothers used help and monitoring improved over time. In their
meta-analyses, Patall et al. (2008) investigated the connections between
children’s achievement and parental involvement in homework. They found a
small but significant average positive correlation for direct aid by parents.
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1.3.2

The role of children’s skills in parental involvement

Apart from the role played by parents in the development of their offspring’s
academic skills, children themselves (e.g., their skills) may also have an effect
on how and to what extent parents engage in home-based academic activities
with their children. On the one hand, children are active agents in initiating
interaction with their parents. According to Hoover-Dempsey and Sandler
(1995), perceived invitations for involvement from children play a role in
parental home-based involvement. For instance, Green et al. (2007) found that
the strongest predictor of parents’ involvement at home was their perception of
requests by their children for parental help and engagement in school-related
activities at home. However, in these studies, children’s influence was assessed
on the basis of parents’ perceptions of children’s invitations for involvement.
On the other hand, child characteristics—such as the child’s level of academic
performance and engagement—may have an “evocative impact” on parental
involvement. In other words, parents reach out to their children in different
ways depending on the children’s characteristics (Bell, 1968; Hartup & Laursen,
1991).
Previous research on the role of children’s academic skills in parents’
home-based involvement has yielded mixed results. Again, the associations
seem to differ for children’s skills before and after school entry. In kindergarten,
children’s skills and parents’ reading-related activities have been found to show
either small positive or no associations (Fan & Chen, 2001). In primary school,
however, negative associations between parental involvement and children’s
skills have been found (Chen & Stevenson, 1989; Cooper et al., 2000; Georgiou
1999; Hoglund, Jones, Aber, & Brown, 2009; Levin et al., 1997). For instance,
Chen and Stevenson (1989) concluded that children who are doing less well at
school receive a greater amount of help from their parents in completing
homework. Similarly, Levin et al. (1997) found that mothers whose child was
attending Grade 1 helped their child more if the child was doing poorly in
school.
1.3.3

Antecedents of parental involvement

Socioeconomic status (SES) and parents’ education. Previous research results
on the antecedents of parental involvement are conflicting. Some studies have
found that parents with a low SES engage less in school-related activities with
their children than parents with a high SES. For example, Lonigan (1994)
suggested that a high SES serves as a so-called ‘‘good things’’ variable: Families
with a high SES may be more motivated to engage in educational activities with
their children than those with a low SES. Some studies have found no
differences in parental reading-related activities among different SES groups
(Leppänen et al., 2004). Finally, some studies have even shown that certain
groups of parents who have a low SES engage in teaching activities at home
more often than parents who have a higher SES (Christian, Morrison, & Bryant,
1998; for a review, see Saracho, 1997).
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Although a few studies have examined the relation between parental SES
and children’s mathematics performance (Jordan et al., 2006; Saxe, Guberman,
& Gearhart, 1987), to the best of my knowledge, no studies have focused on the
relation between parental SES and parents’ teaching of mathematics at home.
Consequently, parental SES was used as an important predictor and control
variable in this dissertation.
Parents’ learning difficulties and school experiences. Learning difficulties
refers to a wide range of developmental delays (e.g., speech and language
difficulties) that affect students’ academic development, such as in learning
literacy and mathematics (Ahonen & Holopainen, 2002). Previous research has
shown an association between learning difficulties experienced by parents and
those experienced by their children (Scarborough, 1989; Torppa et al., 2007),
partly reflecting the fact that genetic factors play a role in both reading and
mathematics difficulties (Plomin & Kovas, 2005). However, few studies have
examined how parents’ own learning difficulties are reflected in the ways in
which they teach and support their children’s academic skills. In one such study,
Laakso, Poikkeus and Lyytinen (1999) found that the frequency of letter–name
teaching at home and that of parent–child interaction during shared reading
did not differ between parents with and without diagnosed reading difficulties
(see also Torppa et al., 2007). In another study on children’s numeracy,
Skwarchuk (2009) found that parental reports of positive personal experiences
with math predicted the numeracy scores of kindergarteners. Although the
assumption had been that parents with learning difficulties engage less in
academic-related activities with their children compared to parents without
learning difficulties, it is also possible that parents with learning difficulties are
more motivated to help their children to do better at school and hence get
involved in their children’s school-related activities more than other parents.
Thus, parents’ own learning difficulties were also examined in this dissertation.
Mothers vs. fathers. The research on parents’ home-based involvement
with their children has typically relied on data supplied by mothers (Levin et al.,
1997; Tracey & Young, 2002). This tradition is probably based on the common
belief that mothers involve themselves more with their children than fathers.
Other studies have examined the self-reports of the parent who considered
himself or herself to be more involved in home-based activities with their
children (Evans et al., 2000; Green et al., 2007; Sénéchal, 2006; Sénéchal et al.,
1998). This, again, resulted in mostly mothers answering the questionnaires.
However, some studies have also reported on fathers’ involvement in their
children’s schooling (Bronstein, 1984; Flouri, 2005; Flouri & Buchanan, 2003; for
a review, see Saracho, 2007). For example, Flouri and Buchanan (2003)
examined the predictors of fathers’ reading to their children. They found that
fathers who were manual workers and those with a low level of education read
less to their 7-year-olds than was the case for the other fathers. However, no
research exists on whether mothers and fathers follow similar patterns of
teaching their children in relation to their own academic background.
Consequently, this topic was included as one of the aims of this dissertation. As
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mothers are, in general, more involved in their children’s schooling, it was
assumed here that mothers are also likely to engage in, for instance, teaching
their children at home more often than fathers are.
Girls vs. boys. Parents differ in the frequency of their reading-related
activities with their sons and daughters. For example, during the 1st grade,
parents helped their sons more than their daughters in completing homework
assignments (Cooper et al., 2000). The same study also found that primary
school boys received more parental assistance with their homework than girls
did (Cooper et al., 2000). Consequently, this dissertation examined whether the
longitudinal associations between parents’ academic-related activities with
their child at home and their child’s skills would be different depending on
whether the child is a boy or a girl.
1.3.4

Limitations of previous research on parental home-based involvement
and children’s skills

Contradictory findings of previous research concerning the relation between
parental involvement and children’s academic skills may be caused by several
conceptual and methodological issues. First, most of the previous empirical
studies on the role of parental involvement in the development of children’s
academic skills have been cross-sectional (Patall et al., 2008; Cooper et al., 2000),
and, therefore, unable to distinguish the direction of influence between of
parental involvement and children’s academic outcomes. Moreover, although
in some studies children’s academic skills were measured several times,
parents’ academic-related activities with their children at home were measured
only once in each study and typically either before the participating children’s
school entry or at the very beginning of their school entry (Evans et al., 2000;
Frijters et al., 2000; Sénéchal & LeFever, 2002; Sénéchal et al., 1998; Sénéchal,
2006), and its effect was assumed to impact the later development of children’s
skills. Although parental academic involvement has been assumed to contribute
to the development of children’s skills, it is also possible that children’s
characteristics trigger parental engagement in their children’s academic
learning or homework. Some attempts have been made to examine the role of
children’s influence on their parents’ involvement. For example, Pomerantz and
Eaton (2001) found that parents’ highly frequent involvement was a reaction to
their child’s poor performance in school. Chen and Stevenson (1989) concluded
that children who are doing less well in school receive a greater amount of help
from their parents in completing homework. Similarly, Levin et al. (1997) found
that mothers of first graders helped their children more if their children were
doing poorly at school. Hence, the main aim of the present dissertation was to
examine the direction of the longitudinal associations between parental
involvement and the development of children’s academic skills.
Second, children’s age may be a factor that moderates the association
between parental academic-related involvement at home and children’s skills.
For example, when children are in kindergarten the associations may be
different compared to when they are in primary school. However, only a few
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studies have followed children across different school grades, thereby leaving
open the possibility to investigate whether school grade moderates the
association between parental teaching and children’s skills (Green et al., 2007;
Hood et al., 2008; Levin et al., 1997). Because longitudinal follow-ups of
parental involvement and children’s skills are not available, one purpose of the
present thesis was to examine grade-level (i.e., kindergarten, Grade 1, and
Grade 2) differences in the relationship between children’s skills and parental
involvement.
Third, according to the ecological systems theory, distal factors can
influence the relationship between parents’ home-based involvement and the
development of children’s academic skills (Bronfenbrenner, 1979). For example,
cultural and language characteristics can be important in the association
between parental involvement and children’s academic skills. Most of the
studies on parental reading-related activities have looked at children learning to
read English (Evans et al., 2000; Frijters et al., 2000; Hood et al., 2008; Sénéchal &
LeFevre, 2002; Stephenson et al., 2008). Only a few attempts have been made to
investigate the reading-related activities of parents in more orthographically
transparent languages such as Greek (Manolitsis, Georgiou, & Parrila, 2009),
Dutch (Leseman & de Jong, 1998), or Finnish (Torppa et al., 2006). Readingrelated research conducted on languages that are highly transparent in terms of
their orthography has several important implications. For instance, acquiring
reading skills in a language such as Finnish is an easier and quicker process
compared to learning to read a language with an opaque orthography such as
English (Seymour et al., 2003). Also, parental involvement can manifest itself
differently in different cultural and language environments. The present thesis
expands the existing literature by providing evidence on parental involvement
in children’s skill development in an orthographically transparent language.
Fourth, the previous research on parental involvement has relied on small
sample sizes (Evans et al., 2000; Foy & Mann, 2003; Sénéchal & LeFevre, 2002;
Stephenson et al., 2008), which diminished the potential to obtain significant
results. The large-scale study presented here allows more reliable conclusions to
be drawn about the role of parents in their children’s skill development. It also
allows the application of a wider range of data analysis techniques, such as
identifying certain groups of children or applying multi-group procedures.
Fifth, most of the previous studies have used reports by mothers only
(Levin et al., 1997; Tracey & Young, 2002) or by the parent who considers
himself/herself as the one more involved in the child’s schooling (Chen &
Stevenson, 1989; Evans et al., 2000; Foy & Mann, 2006; Sénéchal & LeFevre, 2002;
Stephenson et al., 2008). This may not provide a full picture of parental homebased involvement as both parents can influence their child’s literacy and
numeracy development. Fathers, as well as other members of the family, have
also been shown to have an impact on the development of children’s skills
(Fluori, 2005; Fluori & Buchman, 2003; for a review, see Saracho, 2007). As most
research has solely investigated the involvement of mothers, little is known
about whether mothers and fathers differ in their types of involvement, or
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about whether they differ in their ways of treating their sons and daughters
(Lindberg, Hyde, & Hirsch, 2008; Rogers, Theule, Ryan, Adams, & Keating,
2009). Consequently, investigating also fathers’ (not only mothers’) home-based
involvement was one of the aims of this dissertation.

1.4 Aims of the empirical studies
This doctoral dissertation investigates how mothers’ and fathers’ home-based
involvement is related to children’s reading and math skills during the
transition from kindergarten to primary school. Accordingly, four main
research questions (RQ) were formulated (Figure 4):
RQ1: To what extent do children’s emergent literacy and emergent numeracy
skills in kindergarten predict their parents’ home-based involvement?
RQ2: To what extent do children’s academic skills in primary school predict
their parents’ home-based involvement?
RQ3: To what extent does parents’ home-based involvement in kindergarten
predict the subsequent development of their children’s academic skills?
RQ4: To what extent does parental home-based involvement predict the
subsequent development of their children’s academic skills in primary
school?
Additionally, the antecedents of parental involvement and the antecedents
of children’s academic skills were investigated (RQ5).

FIGURE 4

The main research questions

Four studies were conducted to answer these research questions:
Study I examined the extent to which children’s academic skills, parents’
socioeconomic level, and parents’ own learning difficulties predict their
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teaching of reading and mathematics to their child at home when children are
enrolled in kindergarten and 1st grade. The study also examined to what extent
mothers and fathers differ in the amount of teaching they engage in with their
children at home.
Study II focused on the trajectories of children’s reading development in
kindergarten. The main question concerned the influence of mothers’ homebased involvement (i.e., shared reading, teaching letters, and teaching of
reading) on the learning trajectory of children’s reading in kindergarten (i.e.,
those who master the basics of reading before kindergarten, those who learn
reading during the kindergarten year, and nonreaders). Also, the role of
demographics was investigated (i.e., mothers’ educational level, children’s birth
order, and child gender) in predicting children’s reading skills in kindergarten.
Study III examined the extent to which children’s reading skills influence
their parents’ home-based involvement (i.e., shared reading and teaching of
reading) and whether parents’ home-based involvement predicts the
development of their child’s reading skills differently when comparing the
kindergarten and Grade 1 stages.
Study IV examined the extent to which mothers’ and fathers’ homework
assistance (i.e., monitoring and help) is interrelated with their child’s reading
and math skills during Grades 1 and 2.

2

OVERVIEW OF THE ORIGINAL STUDIES

2.1 Method
2.1.1

Jyväskylä Entrance into Primary School Study

Study I formed part of the Jyväskylä Entrance into Primary School (JEPS) study
(Nurmi & Aunola, 1999). In the JEPS study, 207 (111 boys, 96 girls) 5- to 6-yearold kindergarten children (M = 75 months old, SD = 3.30 months) and their
parents were followed up during the children’s transition from kindergarten to
primary school. The original cohort consisted of all children from two mediumsize districts in Central Finland who were born in 1993 (n = 210). Permission to
gather data from the children was obtained in each case.
Children. Data on children’s performance in reading and mathematics
were gathered on two occasions: at the beginning of kindergarten (October 1999)
(N = 207) and at the beginning of Grade 1 (October 2000; N = 212). The number
of children at the second measurement point was larger than that at the first
measurement point due to the fact that first graders who had not attended
kindergarten were also invited to participate in the study. At both times, a
similar test battery was used to assess the children’s reading and mathematics
performance. Trained investigators administered the tests in suitable facilities at
each school. Children who were absent from school at the time of the study
completed the tests as soon as they returned to school. The participating
children stemmed from a total of 21 kindergarten classes and 17 Grade 1 classes
in 13 different schools.
Parents. In the middle of their children’s kindergarten year (December
1999) and again in the middle of Grade 1 (December 2000), parents completed a
questionnaire concerning their home-based involvement (i.e., teaching of
reading and teaching of mathematics). Parents also answered questions
concerning their own level of education and their own learning difficulties. At
both times, parents were asked to complete the questionnaires independently,
that is, without conferring with each other. During the children’s kindergarten
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year, 189 mothers (91.30%) and 166 fathers (80.19%), and in Grade 1 a total of
180 mothers (84.90%) and 155 fathers (73.11%), filled in the questionnaires. The
families studied were as follows: children living with both parents (83.2% of
cases), children living with one biological parent plus that parent’s new spouse
(9.9% of cases), and children living with a single mother (6.8% of cases). The
number of children per family ranged from 1 to 11 (M = 2.80, SD = 1.50).
2.1.2

The First Steps Study

Studies II, III, and IV were part of the First Steps study (Lerkkanen et al., 2006)
in which around 2,000 children and their families were followed from
kindergarten to Grade 4. The First Steps study is a longitudinal investigation of
children’s development during their kindergarten and primary school
enrolment, considering both family and school contexts. The original sample
was drawn from four Finnish municipalities. In three of the municipalities, the
parents of all of the children enrolled in kindergarten (the whole age cohort)
were contacted, and their consent was requested for their children’s
participation. In one municipality, the parents of half the age cohort of children
were contacted and asked for their consent. Only those children were tested
whose parents gave their written consent to participate in the study. One
municipality was mainly urban, one mainly rural, and two were mixed urban
and semi-rural environments.
Children. Children were examined at five measurement points: at the
beginning (T1; September 2006; n = 1,867) and at the end (T2; April 2007; n =
1,826) of their kindergarten year, at the beginning (T3; September 2007; n =
1,970) and at the end (T4; April 2008; n = 2,048) of Grade 1, and at the end of
Grade 2 (T5; April 2009; n = 2,001). Trained investigators administered the
individual pre-reading and reading tests in suitable facilities at each
kindergarten. Both in Grades 1 and 2, group tests in reading and math were
performed in the children’s classrooms. Children who were absent from school
on the day of testing were tested as soon as they came back to school.
A total of 54 children dropped out of the study after the first measurement
point in the Fall semester of kindergarten because their families had moved,
and 13 new children joined the study at the second measurement point.
Moreover, 144 new children joined the study in Grade 1. The reasons for the
increase in the number of participants in Grade 1 were that not all of the
children attended kindergarten, new families had moved into these locations
when school started, and some children who were one year older than the
others had dropped out of Grade 2 and were repeating Grade 1. Also, the
number of participants decreased at the fifth measurement point (Grade 2) due
to the fact that some children had dropped out of Grade 2 and were repeating
Grade 1. The drop-out analyses also showed some differences with respect to
the major study variables between children who joined and later dropped out
of the study and those who did not drop out of the study. For instance, children
whose data were available at the beginning of kindergarten scored higher on
initial phoneme identification (p < .01) and phoneme blending (p < .05) at the
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beginning of Grade 1 than children whose data for the beginning of
kindergarten were missing. However, the children did not differ in their
reading or basic arithmetic skills at the beginning of Grade 1. Also, children
whose data were available at the beginning of Grade 1 had had significantly
higher scores in kindergarten with regard to initial phoneme identification (p
< .001), letter knowledge (p < .001), reading of words (p < .05), and number
sequences (p < .001) than children whose Grade 1 data were not available.
Finally, children whose data were available at the end of Grade 2 were
compared with those who had missing values regarding the variables of
interest. The results showed that children for whom data were available in
Grade 2 had scored higher than children with missing Grade 2 data in regard to
initial phoneme identification (p < .001), letter knowledge (p < .001), word
reading (p < .05), and number sequences (p < .001) at the beginning of
kindergarten. No significant difference was found in the Grade 1 reading and
math variables.
Analysis of the differences between classrooms showed a small variation
between kindergarten classrooms concerning children’s phonological
awareness (ICC = .04, p < .01) and number sequences (ICC = .04, p < .01) at the
beginning of kindergarten. However, the kindergarten classrooms did not differ
in connection with children’s letter knowledge (ICC = .02, p ns.), word reading
skills at the beginning of kindergarten (ICC = .02, p ns.), or word reading skills
at the end of kindergarten (ICC = .03, p < .05). Moreover, the findings suggested
some small variation between classrooms at the beginning of Grade 1 with
regard to children’s reading skills (ICC = .08, p < .001) and skills in basic
arithmetic (ICC = .11, p < .001). Similarly, at the end of Grade 2, classrooms
differed with regard to children’s reading skills (ICC = .12, p < .001) and basic
arithmetic (ICC = .15, p < .001).
Parents. The mothers and fathers of the children were also asked to fill in
questionnaires in the Spring semesters of kindergarten (March 2007), Grade 1
(March 2008), and Grade 2 (March 2009). Parents independently completed the
questionnaires at home, that is, they were asked to fill in the questionnaires
without consulting each other. Of the parents who consented to their children’s
participation in the study, a total of 1,571 mothers and 1,121 fathers filled in the
questionnaires at the kindergarten measurement point. In Grade 1, filled-in
questionnaires were received from 1,484 mothers and 1,029 fathers. In Grade 2,
completed questionnaires were received from 1,456 mothers and 1,014 fathers.
Analyses were then conducted to compare the performance of children whose
parents’ reports were available with the performance of children whose
parents’ reports were missing. The results showed that, at the kindergarten
stage, mothers with missing data had lower performing children concerning
initial phoneme identification (p < .001), letter knowledge (p < .001), word
reading (p < .001), and number sequences (p < .001) than mothers without
missing data. The same was true for fathers. Mothers whose reports were not
available for Grade 1 had children who performed worse in reading (p < .05)
and math (p < .05) compared to mothers for whom reports were available. The
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difference in children’s reading and math skills was even more marked between
fathers with missing data and fathers with complete data (p < .001). In Grade 2,
the pattern was the same (p < .001), with one exception: Mothers with missing
data did not differ from mothers with complete data in regard to their
children’s reading performance in Grade 2.
Based on the Grade 1 data, the ages of the mothers ranged from 25 to 56
(M = 38.41, SD = 5.27), and the ages of the fathers ranged from 27 to 69 (M =
41.05, SD = 5.76). A total of 75.2% of the children were from families with two
parents living at home; 9.1% of children were from families consisting of the
mother or father living with her or his new spouse and the spouse’s offspring/s;
13.9% of the children were living with their mother who was single at the time;
and 1.8% were part of families with shared parenthood after divorce or
separation. The number of children in a family ranged from one to eleven (M =
2.45, SD = 1.17). A total of 74.1% of mothers and 93.2% of fathers were in
employment at the time of their child’s 1st grade enrolment.
A total of 5% (general population 6%) of the mothers in the sample had a
basic education (nine years of formal education, Grades 1–9), 26% (general
population 30%) had a secondary education (high school or vocational school,
Grades 10–12), 39% (general population 35%) had a vocational college degree or
a bachelor’s degree (three-year education at a college or university), and 30%
(general population 29%) had a master’s degree (five-year education at
university) or higher university degree (i.e., licentiate or doctoral degree). The
sample was fairly representative of the Finnish population in terms of mothers’
education, although the mothers showed a somewhat higher level of education
than the general population (Statistics Finland, 2012).
The methods of the four studies are summarized in Table 1.

TABLE 1

Summary of the participants, measurements, and methods used in the original studies (I to IV)

Study
I
Predictors of mothers’ and
fathers’ teaching of
reading and mathematics
during kindergarten and
Grade 1

II
Mothers’ reading-related
activities at home and
learning to read during
kindergarten

III
The frequency of parents’
reading-related activities
at home and children’s
reading skills during
kindergarten and Grade 1

Participants

Procedure

Variables

Data analyses

207 children, 189
mothers, 166 fathers

Longitudinal:
kindergarten and
Grade 1

- mothers’ and fathers’ teaching of reading (ǂ = .85–.92)
- mothers’ and fathers’ teaching of mathematics (ǂ = .78–.85)
- mothers’ and fathers’ socioeconomic status (SES)
- mothers’ and fathers’ own learning difficulties
- children’s performance in reading and mathematics

- Hierarchical
regression
analysis
- 3-way
repeated
measures
ANOVA

1,529 children,
1,529 mothers

Longitudinal:
kindergarten

- mothers’ shared reading
- mothers’ teaching letters
- mothers’ teaching of reading
- mothers’ educational level
- children’s birth order
- children’s word reading (ǂ = .92–.96)
- children’s phonological awareness (ǂ = .78)
- children’s letter knowledge (ǂ = .95)

- Multinomial
regression
- Path
modeling

1,436 child–mother–
father triads

Cross-lagged
longitudinal:
kindergarten to
Grade 1

- mothers’ and fathers’ shared reading
- mothers’ and fathers’ teaching of reading (ǂ = .74–.78)
- children’s word reading and reading skills (ǂ = .91–.97)
- children’s visuo-spatial thinking (ǂ = .91)
- parents’ education

- SEM
- Multi-group
procedure

IV
Types of parents’
homework assistance and
children’s academic skills:
A longitudinal study from
Grade 1 to Grade 2

2,261 children, their
mothers and fathers

Cross-lagged
longitudinal: Grade 1
to Grade 2

- mothers’ and fathers’ monitoring of homework (ǂ = .85–.90)
- mothers’ and fathers’ help with homework (ǂ = .88–.92)
- children’s reading skills (ǂ = .97)
- children’s math skills (ǂ = .77–.98)
- demographic background characteristics
- children’s vocabulary (ǂ = .61)
- children’s visuo-spatial thinking (ǂ = .81)

- SEM
- Multi-group
procedure
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2.2 Studies
2.2.1

Study I: Predictors of mothers’ and fathers’ teaching of reading and
mathematics during kindergarten and Grade 1

Aims. The main aim of Study I was to investigate the predictors of mothers’
and fathers’ teaching of reading and teaching of math to their children at home
during kindergarten and Grade 1. Four research questions were examined: (1)
Do the levels of children’s reading and math skills predict their mothers’ and
fathers’ teaching of reading and math to them at home during kindergarten and
Grade 1? (2) Does the socioeconomic status (SES) of mothers and fathers predict
their teaching of reading and math to their children at home during
kindergarten and Grade 1? (3) Do mothers’ and fathers’ own, self-reported
learning difficulties predict the extent to which they teach reading and math to
their children at home during kindergarten and Grade 1? (4) Do mothers and
fathers differ in the amount of their teaching of reading and math to their
children at home during kindergarten and Grade 1?
Results. The results regarding parents’ school-related activities with their
children at home were as follows. First, in kindergarten, the lower the
socioeconomic status of mothers was, the more teaching of reading and the
more teaching of math they reported engaging in with their children at home.
Second, the higher the children’s performance in math was at the beginning of
kindergarten, the more teaching of mathematics mothers reported to be
providing at home in the middle of the kindergarten year. The corresponding
analyses of fathers’ engaging in teaching with their children at home during
kindergarten showed no significant results.
For Grade 1, the results showed that, first, the lower the children’s
performance was in reading at the beginning of Grade 1, the more teaching of
reading their mothers reported to be engaging in with their children at home.
Similar effects were found for mothers’ teaching of math, fathers’ teaching of
reading, and fathers’ teaching of math to their children at home during Grade 1.
Second, the lower the socioeconomic status of mothers was, the more teaching of
math they engaged in with their children at home. This effect, however, did not
remain significant after controlling for the previous levels of math teaching that
the mothers reported having provided to their children at home. Third, the more
personal learning difficulties in math mothers reported themselves to have had,
the more teaching of mathematics they engaged in with their children at home.
Fourth, the analyses showed that mothers taught significantly more reading to
their children at home during kindergarten and Grade 1, and more math during
Grade 1, than fathers did. Also, mothers taught significantly more reading to
their children at home during kindergarten and Grade 1 compared to math,
whereas fathers taught more math than reading to their children at home
during Grade 1. The comparison of the amount of parents’ teaching of reading
and mathematics to their children at home during kindergarten and Grade 1
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showed that only mothers’ teaching of mathematics to their children at home
increased in Grade 1.
Overall, the results showed that mothers and fathers end up teaching
academic skills to their children at home when they perceive that their offspring
is doing poorly at school. Also, parents with a lower SES reported engaging in
more teaching of reading and math with their children at home than parents
with a higher socioeconomic status did.
2.2.2

Study II: Mothers’ reading-related activities at home and learning to
read during kindergarten

Aims. The main aim of Study II was to examine the role of mothers’ readingrelated activities with their children in predicting the children’s word reading
trajectories in kindergarten. Three research questions were addressed: (1) Do
mothers’ home-based reading-related activities with their children at home (i.e.,
shared reading, teaching letters, and teaching reading) predict their children’s
learning to read (operationalized as one of three reading trajectories: precocious
reader, kindergarten reader, and nonreader)? (2) Do background factors (i.e.,
mothers’ educational level, children’s birth order, and child gender) predict the
child’s learning to read, that is, his or her kindergarten reading trajectory? (3)
Do the levels of the children’s word reading skills at the beginning of
kindergarten predict their mothers’ reading-related activities with them at
home?
Results. As regards the kindergarten year, three word reading trajectories were
identified according to the children’s level of word reading at the beginning
and at the end of kindergarten. (1) Precocious readers (n = 217, 14.2%) could
already read at the beginning of kindergarten and scored high on the word
reading tests at both measurement points. (2) Kindergarten readers (n = 207,
13.5%) had no reading skill at the beginning of kindergarten but became
accurate readers by the end of kindergarten. (3) Nonreaders (n = 528, 34.5%)
could not read and therefore scored low on the word reading tests at both
measurement points.
The results, with regard to parents’ reading-related activities with their
children’s at home, showed that shared reading and mothers’ teaching
significantly predicted their child’s membership in one of the three identified
reading trajectories. Mothers of nonreaders read to their children significantly
less than mothers of precocious readers did. Furthermore, nonreaders received
less maternal teaching than either the kindergarten readers or precocious
readers. However, precocious readers did not differ from kindergarten readers
in any of the measures of their mothers’ reading-related activities with them.
The results for child and family demographics showed that nonreaders
were more likely to have mothers with a lower level of education than would
the precocious or kindergarten readers. In addition, firstborn children were
more likely to be among the precocious readers than nonreaders. Another result
was that girls were more likely than boys to be kindergarten readers than
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nonreaders, and they were more likely to be precocious readers than
kindergarten readers. Phonological awareness and letter knowledge, however,
significantly differentiated all three trajectories from each other: Nonreaders
performed worse in both of these skill areas compared to precocious or
kindergarten readers, and kindergarten readers performed worse in both of
these skills compared to precocious readers.
The results showed further that the better the children’s word reading
skills were at the beginning of kindergarten, the more shared reading was
reported to have been applied by their mothers. Also, the more shared reading
mothers reported, the better their child’s word reading skills were at the end of
kindergarten. Moreover, mothers’ teaching of letters to their child at home did
not predict their children’s word reading skills at the end of kindergarten.
Further, the better the children’s word reading skills were at the beginning of
kindergarten, the more teaching of reading at home their mothers reported to
be providing. Similarly, the more home-based teaching of reading mothers
reported, the better their children’s word reading skills were at the end of
kindergarten.
Overall, the results of the study showed that maternal teaching of reading
at home contributed to the development of children’s reading skills while the
children were enrolled in kindergarten. However, mothers were found to teach
reading at home in particular when their children had already mastered the
basics of reading.
2.2.3

Study III: The frequency of parents’ reading-related activities at home
and children’s reading skills during kindergarten and Grade 1

Aims. The main aim of Study III was to examine the cross-lagged associations
between parents’ reading-related activities with their children at home and
their children’s reading skills during kindergarten and Grade 1. The following
research questions were investigated: (1) Do children’s reading skills predict
their parents’ reading-related activities with them at home, that is, teaching of
reading and shared reading? (2) Do parents’ reading-related activities with their
children at home, that is, teaching of reading and shared reading, contribute to
the development of their children’s reading skills? (3) Does children’s gender
moderate the longitudinal associations between parents’ reading-related
involvement with their children at home and their children’s reading skills?
Results. The analyses of the longitudinal associations showed that children’s
word reading at the beginning of kindergarten positively predicted their
parents’ shared reading activities with them: The better the children’s word
reading skills were at the beginning of kindergarten, the more shared reading
the children were engaged in by their parents at home. Moreover, word reading
at the beginning of kindergarten positively predicted parents’ teaching of
reading to their children at home: The better the word reading skills of children
were at the beginning of kindergarten, the more parental teaching of reading
they had subsequently received at home. Also, the more the boys were taught
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to read, the better their word reading skills were at the end of kindergarten. The
latter association was not present for girls, since this path for girls did not reach
statistical significance. At the end of kindergarten and at the beginning of Grade
1, however, children’s reading skills negatively predicted parents’ readingrelated activities with them: The less skills children had in reading, the more
parental teaching of reading they received. Similarly, the less reading skills
children had at the beginning of Grade 1, the more shared reading the parents
reported to be engaging in with their children at home. Further, parents’
teaching of reading to their children at home negatively predicted their
children’s word reading at the end of Grade 1. As the last step in the analyses, I
included measures of children’s nonverbal ability and parental education as
control variables. Including control variables in the model did not change any
of the aforementioned results.
Overall, the main results of this study highlighted the fact that—at the
kindergarten stage—parents provide more frequent teaching of reading and
shared reading to their children at home if their children have relatively good
early reading skills. By contrast, when children move up to Grade 1, parents
especially begin to get more involved in their children’s learning if their
children exhibit poor reading skills.
2.2.4

Study IV: Types of parents’ homework assistance and children’s
academic skills: A longitudinal study from Grade 1 to Grade 2

Aims. The main aim of Study IV was to investigate in what way parents’ types
of assistance with homework are longitudinally related to their children’s
reading and math skills. The following research questions were addressed: (1)
To what extent do children’s academic skills (i.e., reading and math) predict the
type of homework assistance (i.e., monitoring and help) their parents engage in
with them? (2) To what extent does the type of homework assistance provided
by parents relate to the development of their children’s academic skills? (3)
Does parents’ gender moderate the associations between the two types of
homework assistance (i.e., monitoring and help) and their children’s skills (i.e.,
reading and math)?
Results. The results showed that reading skills at the beginning of Grade 1
negatively predicted both types of parental involvement: The less reading skills
the children’s had, the more their parents monitored and helped them. Both the
types of parental involvement and children’s reading skills were highly stable
during Grades 1 and 2. Also, reading skills at the end of Grade 1 negatively
predicted monitoring and help in Grade 2, but only weakly. The results of the
study also showed that none of the types of parental involvement had direct
benefits for the development of children’s reading skills. There was a small
negative effect of parental help on the development of children’s reading skills
in both Grades 1 and 2. The results were similar for mothers and fathers. The
results showed further that boys’ math skills were more stable across Grade 1
than those of girls. Finally, the results showed that demographic background
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characteristics and children’s early cognitive skills did appear as significant
predictors, however, they did not change any of the main results of the study.
Overall, the results suggested that both mothers’ and fathers’ increased
assistance with their children’s homework (i.e., monitoring and help) was a
reaction to the children’s poor performance at the beginning of the school career.

3

GENERAL DISCUSSION

This dissertation examined the cross-lagged associations between parents’
home-based involvement in their children’s learning and the development of
their children’s reading and math skills. Overall, the results showed that
parental home-based involvement is differently related to children’s skills in
kindergarten compared to primary school. In kindergarten, children’s good
word reading skills increased their parents’ shared reading and teaching of
reading at home. Similarly, good math skills increased parental teaching of
math. Also, parental home-based involvement promoted their children’s
reading in kindergarten. In contrast, in Grade 1, the parents of children with
poorer reading and math skills engaged more in shared reading, teaching of
reading and teaching of math at home than did the parents of children with
better reading and math skills. Moreover, poor skills demonstrated by children
in reading and math triggered parents’ increased assistance with homework
through monitoring and direct help. The results showed further that parents’
home-based involvement with their children during primary school was not
directly related to the subsequent development of their children’s reading or
math skills.

3.1 The role of children’s academic skills in parental home-based
involvement
3.1.1

Effects in kindergarten

The first research question of the dissertation asked to what extent children’s
emergent literacy skills and emergent numeracy skills in kindergarten predict
parental home-based involvement (RQ1). The results showed that children’s
reading and math skills positively predicted their parents’ home-based
involvement. For example, in Study I, the better the children’s math skills were
in kindergarten, the more their mothers were teaching math to them at home.
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However, reading performance was not related to mothers’ teaching of reading.
Also, neither reading nor math performance was significantly related to fathers’
teaching. In Study II, however, a more in-depth investigation was performed
focusing on the effect of children’s skills on parents’ reading-related
involvement. That is, instead of using a composite score of parents’ teaching
behaviors, three distinct types of parental involvement in their children’s
learning at home were examined: shared reading, parents’ teaching of letters,
and parents’ teaching of reading. The results showed that word reading
progress in kindergarten had a positive effect on home-based shared reading
and teaching of reading by mothers. Moreover, Study III showed that children’s
word reading skills positively contributed to the amount of shared reading and
teaching of reading their mothers and fathers engaged in with them at home.
At least two explanations can be proposed for why parents involve
themselves more in shared reading, in the teaching of reading, and in teaching
math if their child exhibits a high level of word reading skill at the beginning of
kindergarten. First, children with relatively good word reading and math skills
are likely to be more interested in reading- and math-related activities. This
may then lead these children to initiate interactions with their parents in
reading- and math-related activities. Similarly, children may also trigger their
parents’ engagement in joint reading- and math-related activities (see Green et
al., 2007; Hoover-Dempsey et al., 2001). The findings are in accordance with the
suggestion by Hoover-Dempsey and Sandler (1995) that perceived invitations
for involvement from children play a role in parental home-based involvement.
For instance, Green et al. (2007) found that specific child invitations were the
strongest predictor of parents’ home-based involvement in primary school.
However, their study was based on parents’ perceptions and did not consider
children’s skill level.
Second, parents may engage in academic-related activities more frequently
if they consider their children to be ready for more demanding academicrelated tasks. By engaging more with children with better skills, parents foster
the widening of individual differences in children’s early skills (the “Matthew
effect”; Stanovich, 1986). This phenomenon has been shown to be typical among
Finnish kindergarteners (Aunola et al., 2004; Leppänen et al., 2004).
Overall, these results regarding kindergarteners and their parents differ
from those found in a number of other studies (Chen & Stevenson, 1989; Cooper
et al., 2000) that address the school-age years. The results of the present study
are important as they suggest that in kindergarten parents involve themselves
in their children’s learning for different reasons as compared to the early years
of their children’s formal education.
3.1.2

Effects in primary school

The second research question set for this dissertation asked to what extent
children’s academic skills in primary school predict parental involvement (RQ2).
Overall, the results indicate that in Grade 1 parents start to adapt their
behaviors to their children’s current level of performance. For instance, the
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results of Study I showed that children’s reading performance at the beginning
of Grade 1 negatively predicted their mothers’ teaching to them at home during
Grade 1. The same was true for mothers’ teaching of math, fathers’ teaching of
reading, and fathers’ teaching of math to their children at home. In Study III,
mothers’ and fathers’ engagement in shared reading and teaching of reading
with their children at home was negatively predicted by the previous level of
their child’s reading skills. Moreover, in Study IV, children’s reading and math
skills at the beginning of Grade 1 negatively predicted the mothers’ and fathers’
monitoring their children and helping their children with homework
assignments.
The results of the featured studies (Study I, Study III) with respect to first
graders are in line with those of some previous research suggesting that parents
react to their school-aged children’s poor performance with increased
engagement in reading- and math-related activities at home (Chen & Stevenson,
1989; Cooper et al., 2000; Hoglund et al., 2009; Levin et al., 1997). For instance,
Levin et al. (1997) found that mothers of poorly performing students helped
their children with homework more than mothers with well performing
children, particularly in 1st grade. Similarly, Chen and Stevenson (1989) found
that children who are doing less well at school receive a greater amount of help
from their parents in completing homework. Similar results were found in the
featured Study IV when parents’ type of homework-related involvement was
taken into account. In Grade 1, the poorer their children’s skills were, the more
parents monitored those skills and the more they tried to help their children.
This suggests that when children have problems at school, parents employ all
means they know to support their children. In Grade 2, however, children’s
skills only weakly predicted parents’ monitoring and help, although these
results also showed that parents of children with poor academic skills showed
higher levels of monitoring and help. Overall, these findings suggest that the
level of children’s skills in Grade 1 is an important factor triggering parents’
choice regarding their type and amount of engagement. After Grade 1, parents’
types and amount of engagement become relatively stable.
One explanation for the findings of the present dissertation is that mothers
and fathers are more likely to teach their child academic skills if the child
experiences difficulties at school. The majority of Finnish children know the
most frequently used letters in the Finnish language and at least 25% of
children are able to decode simple words already before entering 1st grade
(Holopainen et al., 2001; Lerkkanen et al., 2004; Lyytinen et al., 2006).
Consequently, parents who perceive that their child is a slow learner in
decoding may become concerned about their child’s school achievement and
consequently begin to support their child’s development by engaging in shared
reading and teaching of reading at home.
There is also an alternative explanation for why children’s skill level was
found to predict parental involvement. In Grade 1, teacher’s evaluations and
feedback concerning children’s academic progress increase. Therefore, the
feedback and advice by the teacher on how parents can support their children’s
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literacy and numeracy development at home may subsequently encourage
parents to engage in shared reading as well as teaching of reading and math
with their children at home. Unfortunately, the featured study did not ask to
what extent parents were influenced by teachers, in particular.

3.2 The role of parental home-based involvement in children’s
academic skills
3.2.1

Effects in kindergarten

The third research question addressed by this dissertation asked to what extent
parents’ home-based involvement in kindergarten predicts the subsequent
development of their children’s academic skills (RQ3). The results showed that,
in kindergarten, parental home-based involvement had a positive effect on
children’s academic skills. For instance, in Study II, shared reading and
teaching of reading at home had a positive effect on word reading skills. In
Study III, only teaching of reading had a positive effect on children’s word
reading skills. Moreover, this effect was present for boys, but not for girls. Also,
in Study II, I asked whether mothers’ home-based reading-related activities—
teaching of reading, teaching letters, and shared reading—during their
children’s kindergarten year would influence their children’s reading trajectory.
As expected, mothers taught less reading to nonreaders than to precocious or
kindergarten readers. Even after controlling for background factors (i.e.,
mothers’ educational level, children’s birth order, and child gender), the homebased teaching of reading remained a significant predictor in differentiating
nonreaders from precocious and kindergarten readers.
These findings are in accordance with previous research which shows that
parents’ formal reading-related activities with their children are associated with
their children’s emergent literacy skills, such as phonological awareness (Foy
and Mann, 2003; Frijters et al., 2000), letter knowledge (Evans et al., 2000;
Frijters et al., 2000; Manolitsis et al., 2009; Stephenson et al., 2008; Torppa et al.,
2006), and word decoding (Hood et al., 2008; Manolitsis et al., 2009; Sénéchal &
LeFevre, 2002). In another Finnish study, Torppa et al. (2006) found that
parental teaching of letter names predicted how children’s knowledge of letters
developed later on. Similarly, Hood et al. (2008) found that a composite score of
parents’ teaching at home—including teaching of the alphabet, teaching writing
one’s own name, and the teaching of reading—predicted kindergarten letter–
word identification. Finally, Sénéchal and LeFevre (2002) found that teaching
children to write and to read words was associated with written language skills.
However, Study II did not find evidence for an impact regarding mothers’
teaching letters to their children, that is, mothers’ teaching of letters did not
differentiate between nonreaders, precocious readers, and kindergarten readers.
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Interestingly, the results showed that mothers read less to nonreaders than
to precocious readers (Study II). However, after controlling for the background
variables (i.e., mothers’ level of education, children’s birth order, and child
gender), shared reading was no longer associated with reading skills in
kindergarten. These results suggest that the mother’s level of education and the
child’s birth order have an initial impact on the amount of shared reading,
which then contributes to the child’s reading development. Namely, the post
hoc comparisons of shared reading according to mothers’ education showed
that highly educated mothers read more to their children than less educated
mothers. Therefore, the children of highly educated mothers were also more
likely than other children to show substantial progress in their reading skills
during the kindergarten year. Moreover, post hoc comparisons showed that
shared reading was related to children’s birth order. Mothers read more to their
firstborns than to their subsequent children. According to previous research,
shared reading contributes in particular to the development of oral language
skills (e.g., vocabulary) rather than written language skills (Sénéchal & LeFevre,
2002). Consistent with the previous literature (Hood et al., 2008; Sénéchal &
LeFevre, 2002), the results of Study III also showed that shared reading had no
direct effect on word decoding skills.
Study III showed that during the kindergarten year, parental homebased teaching of reading was more likely to contribute to the development of
word reading skills among boys. This result might be due to the fact that
literacy skills develop earlier in girls than boys (Silvén, Poskiparta, & Niemi,
2004). As boys have poorer skills than girls, they may benefit more than girls
from being taught reading by their parents.
3.2.2

Effects in primary school

The fourth research question of this dissertation addressed the extent to which
parents’ involvement in their children’s school-related activities at home
predicts the subsequent development of their children’s academic skills in
primary school (RQ4). The results showed that parents’ home-based
involvement did not have an effect on the development of their children’s
academic skills. For example, the results of Study III showed that parents’
teaching of reading at home negatively predicted the subsequent development
of their children’s reading skills. This negative effect was stronger among boys.
Also, Study IV showed that mothers’ and fathers’ help with homework was
negatively, though weakly, related to the subsequent development of their
children’s reading and math skills. A negative association between home-based
parental involvement in children’s schooling and children’s reading skills has
also been found in previous studies (Chen & Stevenson, 1989; Cooper et al.,
2000; Levin et al., 1997). For instance, Levin et al. (1997) showed that mothers’
help with homework had no effect on their children’s academic outcomes.
Moreover, in their recent literature review, Pomerantz et al. (2007) suggested
that the frequency of parental home-based involvement contributes to
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children’s general intellectual abilities, yet it does not impact children’s actual
academic development.
It would be unrealistic to assume that parental involvement is in vain or
even detrimental to children’s skill development. Instead, the results of the
present dissertation showing that parental involvement in children’s homework
does not benefit the subsequent development of the children’s reading skills
(Study III and Study IV) and math skills (Study IV) may have several
underlying causes. First, children who do poorly in reading and mathematics
may suffer from relatively serious problems in learning that are typically
diagnosed only in 3rd grade. Therefore, their reading and math skills develop
more slowly than those of their classmates despite of the amount of help,
monitoring, or teaching they receive from their parents. Second, some children’s
problems in reading and math may also be too severe for parents to handle
alone, and thus facilitating their learning requires help from professionals. Third,
parents of slow learners might be poor learners themselves, and thus the
support they are able to give their children with homework may simply be too
unskilled. In connection with this, an important challenge for special education
would be to provide such parents with information on how they can help and
support their children in the most effective way.
Fourth, another possible explanation is connected with parenting styles.
The way parents engage in help with homework might be too intrusive. As
shown in previous research, intrusive involvement does not benefit children’s
achievement or skills (Pomerantz et al., 2007). For instance, parenting that is
controlling may lead to a decreased sense of autonomy and to a decreased
feeling of oneself as an effective agent in the learning process (Pomerantz et al.,
2007). It has been shown in the previous literature that children of controlling
parents do not have enough experience with solving problems on their own
(Pomerantz et al., 2007). However, the present dissertation concentrated on
parental practices instead of their parenting styles. Fifth, any kind of parental
involvement in the child’s homework when unrequested by the child can create
a negative tension in the parent–child relationship. That is, any kind of
unsolicited help on the part of parents may be perceived by their child as an
intrusive act. Children may already know that their skill level is lower than that
of their classmates. In these situations, children might perceive extra help from
parents as a confirmation of their poor performance. Consequently, children
may try to evade such situations. If a child perceives that a parent is investing a
lot of effort in helping him or her, the child may develop unfavorable cognitions
such as a low self-concept of ability (Aunola, Leskinen, Onatsu-Arvilommi, &
Nurmi, 2002; Frome & Eccles, 1998). This may lead the child to disengage or try
less, which in turn could lead to an even lower skill level in comparison to other
children further down the line (Hirvonen, Georgiou, Lerkkanen, Aunola, &
Nurmi, 2010; Onatsu-Arvilommi, & Nurmi, 2000).
However, even if parental involvement may not have any impact on
children’s academic skills, it may have a positive influence of another kind.
Numerous studies report beneficial effects of parental involvement on
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children’s schooling in terms of other academic and behavioral outcomes. For
example, parental involvement may have an effect on achievement-related
outcomes, such as homework completion rates and the frequency of problems
with homework (Patall et al., 2008). Similarly, parents’ involvement may also
increase their children’s overall school effort (Kristjánsson & Sigfúsdóttir, 2009),
decrease their children’s problem behaviors at school (El Nokali et al., 2010),
increase their children’s daily school attendance (Adams & Christiansen, 2000),
and lower possible chronic absenteeism (Epstein & Sheldon, 2002). Also,
parents’ home-based involvement has been shown to have positive outcomes
with respect to their children’s adaptive behavior (Marcon, 1999) and social
competency (Parker, Boak, Griffin, Ripple, & Peay, 1999).
Some of the unpublished results not included into this dissertation
provide further understanding of the impact of parental involvement on
children’s skills. Namely, there is some evidence to suggest that there is a group
of first graders who do benefit from parental teaching of reading in terms of
their academic skill development. A positive effect of maternal teaching of
reading on the development of reading skills was evidenced among a group of
children with low levels of reading skills. This positive effect was evidenced
when mothers engaged in high levels of controlling behavior but stayed
positively supportive on the emotional level during homework sessions
(Silinskas et al., 2012).

3.3 Antecedents of parental home-based involvement
Socioeconomic status (SES) and parents’ education. This dissertation also
examined the role of mothers’ and fathers’ SES and education in their homebased involvement with their children’s school-related activities. The results
showed, for example, that mothers and fathers with a lower SES reported more
teaching of reading and mathematics at home than those with a higher SES
(Study I). In turn, Study II showed that highly educated mothers read more to
their children than less educated mothers did. Moreover, mothers’ and fathers’
education positively predicted the amount of shared reading at home in Study
III. Study IV reported that both mothers’ and fathers’ own education was
negatively related to the help and monitoring they applied in the context of
their children’s homework during Grade 1. The findings are in line with the
well-established fact that family characteristics, such as income, have an impact
on what kind of child-rearing methods are used by parents (Lareau, 2002). For
example, less educated parents rely more on traditional teaching techniques
(teaching), whereas more literate parents apply a more child-centered approach
(e.g., shared reading; see Cooper et al., 2000; DeBaryshe, 1995; Saracho, 1997).
The findings are also in line with a review by Saracho (1997), suggesting that
low-income families might place a higher value on education than high-income
families: Parents with a low SES invest a lot of effort in promoting their
children’s future academic development and engage more in teaching of
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reading at home and helping with homework, whereas middle-income parents
tend to engage more in playful print-related activities.
The results of the present dissertation, however, might have other possible
explanations. For instance, it has been suggested that parents who have a lower
SES typically express a stronger belief that their children have to have better
knowledge of reading and mathematics before entering school, whereas parents
who have a high SES report more child-centered attitudes that might lead to
greater motivation and more positive attitudes about their children’s learning
(DeBaryshe, 1995; Evans et al., 2000). Also, parents vary in their strategies and
differ in the quality of their behaviors through which they promote their
children’s literacy and numeracy (Cooper et al., 2000; DeBaryshe, 1995; de Jong
& Leseman, 2001; Saracho, 1997; Tracey & Young, 2002). For instance, more
educated parents read more to their children instead of teaching them letter
names (Evans et al., 2000). Lower levels of teaching at home by mothers with a
high SES may reflect the mothers’ confidence that the home itself provides a
rich enough literacy and numeracy environment, such as by having a lot of
books and by the child seeing his or her parents read, as well as by making
frequent visits to the local library (Saracho, 1997). In contrast, mothers with a
low SES have greater confidence in the benefits of teaching their children
school-related content at home, which also requires less time and resources
(DeBaryshe, 1995; Tracey & Young, 2002).
Mothers’ and fathers’ learning difficulties. The results of Study I showed
that mothers’ own difficulties in math positively predicted their teaching math
to their children at home during 1st grade, indicating an attempt to prevent their
children from repeating their own failure in math. This fact is also supported in
the literature (Skwarchuk, 2009). However, no association was found between
mothers’ reading difficulties and teaching their children to read. One possible
explanation for this is that acquiring reading skills differs from acquiring math
skills. For instance, once a child masters the basics of reading and writing,
reading skills develop rapidly, especially among Finnish children as the
majority of them, due to the transparent nature of the language, learn to read
before the end of Grade 1 (Leppänen et al., 2004; Lerkkanen et al., 2004).
Consequently, parents seldom think they need to help their children with
reading. However, with respect to math, there is no obvious point beyond
which parents may conclude that their child has finally acquired the skill
(Aunola et al., 2004), which may be the case in learning to read (i.e., decoding).
Thus, mothers who experienced difficulties in math during their own school
career may be more sensitive to their children’s math performance during
Grade 1 compared to mothers who have experienced reading difficulties.
Parents’ gender. The results of the dissertation showed that mothers
taught more reading to their children at home during kindergarten and Grade 1,
and more mathematics during Grade 1, than fathers did (Study I). This fact is in
accordance with what is commonly believed, but, as far as I know, has never
been tested empirically. The results also indicated that mothers react to poor
performance on the part of their child by providing more help than fathers do
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(Study IV). Also, mothers’ helping behavior was found to show more interindividual stability than fathers’ help across Grades 1–2 (Study IV).

3.4 Antecedents of the development of reading skills
The findings of Study II showed that girls, firstborns, and children with more
highly educated mothers are more likely than other children to develop their
reading skills substantially by the end of the kindergarten year. The results
showed that, for example, the higher educated children’s mothers were, the
more rapidly children’s reading skills developed during the kindergarten year
(Study II). This result is in line with research findings by others (Leppänen et al.,
2004; Scarborough & Dobrich, 1994; Torppa et al., 2006) stating that children of
more highly educated parents score higher regarding literacy and math skills.
These findings are not surprising given that children from highly educated
families grow up in literacy- and numeracy-rich home environments.
The results also showed that firstborns have a greater probability of being
precocious readers than nonreaders (Study II). This can be explained by the fact
that mothers involve themselves significantly more in reading-related activities
with their firstborns than with their subsequent children (Castro et al., 2002;
Raikes et al., 2006; Westerlund & Lagerberg, 2008). This was also the case in the
featured Study II: Firstborns received more maternal teaching of letters and
reading, and were read to more often, than subsequent children. Previous
research has also shown that mothers provide less stimulation for intellectual
activities at home to their subsequent children than to their firstborns (Belmont
& Marolla 1973; Blake, 1981).
The results of Study II showed that girls were likely to be better readers
than boys were. This finding is in line with other studies indicating that, in the
early school years, girls outperform boys in reading skills (Lynch, 2002; Phillips
et al., 2002). The results showed further that, in kindergarten, girls received
significantly more maternal home-based teaching of letters and teaching of
reading than boys did. The fact that mothers teach their girls more might be one
of the reasons why girls, in more cases than boys, develop their reading skills
considerably by the end of kindergarten. However, the results also showed that
mothers read equally often to their boys and girls.

4

LIMITATIONS

The results of this dissertation should be interpreted with caution. First, the four
studies on which the dissertation is based were carried out in a particular
cultural and social environment, Finland. According to the ecological systems
theory, distal factors (e.g., socioeconomic, cultural) influence the relationship
between parental home-based involvement and children’s skill development.
For instance, because of differences in educational systems, the association
between home-based involvement and children’s performance in reading and
mathematics may follow a different pattern in other cultural and educational
environments (Chao, 1994; Power, Kobayashi-Winata, & Kelley, 1992). In
Finland, children start primary school at the age of 7, that is, the transition from
kindergarten to primary school takes place later than in most other countries.
Also, the present study was carried out regarding Finnish-speaking
children. The regular orthography of the Finnish language may influence the
level of children’s reading abilities and subsequently parents’ reading-related
activities with their children (Aro & Wimmer, 2003). Because of the transparent
orthography of the Finnish language, the majority of Finnish children learn to
read within the first half-year of Grade 1, some even before that (Leppänen et
al., 2004; Lerkkanen et al., 2004). As learning to read in Finnish is a relatively
quick and easy task compared to learning to read in English, for example,
Finnish parents possibly do not worry about teaching reading at home to the
same extent that parents in other language environments might. Consequently,
one needs to be careful in generalizing the results of the present thesis to
languages for which more time to learn the basics of decoding is required.
Second, self-report questionnaires were used to measure parental homebased involvement and background characteristics (e.g., learning difficulties).
This has several implications for the results. For example, the measures of the
frequency and the types of parental home-based involvement may not cover the
full richness of children’s literacy and numeracy environment at home.
However, measures similar to the ones reported in this dissertation have been
used in previous studies (e.g., Haney & Hill, 2002; Hood et al., 2008; Sénéchal &
LeFevre, 2002). Also, parents’ reading-related activities assessed by self-reports
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may be a less valid instrument than home observations (Tracey & Young, 2002)
or the diary method (Pomerantz & Eaton, 2001; Aunola & Nurmi, 2007). That is,
the data may have been distorted by social desirability. Also, the results may be
biased due to habits of responding or the abilities of certain socioeconomic
groups to provide accurate answers (Dickinson & DeTemple, 1998).
Third, the variables used in Study II and Study III to assess mothers’
reading-related activities were measured using single items, which may not
reflect the richness of the constructs, and be quite unreliable. However, similar
measures have been used in previous studies (e.g., Haney & Hill, 2004). In their
meta-analysis, Bus et al. (1995) reported that the strength of the relation
between shared reading and children’s reading is similar whether a single item
or a composite measure is used.
Finally, other factors that were not studied in the present dissertation may
also have had an influence on parents’ home-based involvement and children’s
academic development. For example, parenting styles (Aunola & Nurmi, 2004)
or parents’ beliefs, such as parents’ expectations of their children’s academic
outcomes, may affect the parents’ home-based activities with their children
(Aunola et al., 2003; Fan & Chen, 2001; Morrison & Cooney, 2002). Other factors
that might be reflected in parents’ home-based involvement are parents’ values
(Tulviste & Ahtonen, 2007) and trust toward their children’s teacher (see
Lerkkanen, Kikas, Pakarinen, Poikonen, & Nurmi, in press). For instance, how
parents value their children’s education may influence their interpretation of
their children’s academic achievement as well as their involvement in their
children’s school work (Lareau, 2000).

5

PRACTICAL IMPLICATIONS

This dissertation also has some practical implications. First, the results of the
present dissertation showed that during the kindergarten year, children with
relatively good early reading skills received more home-based teaching of
reading and shared reading from their parents than did the children with less
skills. Also, parents’ teaching of reading at home contributed to the
development of children’s reading skills in kindergarten. By contrast, when
children moved up to Grade 1, in particular children who showed less reading
skills began to receive more attention from their parents. This indicates that
parents’ role in the development of children’s reading skills is particularly
important during the kindergarten year. As low pre-reading skills before school
entry may be a signal that children will encounter challenges in reading in
Grade 1, parents should engage in reading-related activities with their children
when they notice that the child exhibits poor literacy skills. Reading-related
activities may include informal exposure to books, print, and language (e.g.,
reading to a child, playing with sounds, rhymes, letters, and words). By
engaging in reading-related activities with their children, parents can provide a
good springboard for their children’s academic career (e.g., promote motivation
for learning, early reading skills, self-concept of ability) which will help their
children not to lag behind their peers in early primary grades. Similarly, parents
may want to engage into math-related activities at home before their child
enters Grade 1. Activities focusing both on numbers (e.g., counting objects,
practicing number names, printing numbers) and real-world tasks (e.g., playing
card and board games that involve numbers, and even cooking that involves
measurements) can promote early numeracy.
Second, teachers should view parents as partners in facilitating children’s
learning (see Bronfenbrenner, 1979; NAEYC, 2009). The lack of a positive
association between parents’ involvement and their children’s skill
development during the first few grades of primary school suggests a need for
the provision of professional advice and guidance for some of the parents who
feel they need to give their child extra academic support at home. Many parents
lack knowledge of the key principles of teaching and instruction and are,
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therefore, very likely to benefit from tips on how to improve their child’s
academic development and support their learning.
Third, the results of this dissertation showed that being a girl (vs. boy), a
firstborn (vs. being born later), and having a more highly educated mother
increased the odds of being a good reader as early as by the end of kindergarten.
These results suggest that less educated parents should be a particular target
group for any intervention. They should be encouraged to engage in readingrelated activities with their child as one way to help their child. Moreover,
mothers should be encouraged to engage in reading-related activities with
children born later (vs. firstborns) and with their sons (vs. daughters).
Finally, the system used to teach reading in Finland has been reformed
(Lerkkanen, 2007). The parents of the present sample of children were most
likely taught by means of a letter-based system, whereas nowadays children are
taught using phoneme-based reading instruction. A major methodological
difference between being taught at school and at home might confuse some
children, particularly in the early stages of learning to read. Therefore, teachers
should inform parents about how they teach reading at school and what they
expect the parents to be able to do at home to best support their children’s skill
development.

6

FUTURE DIRECTIONS

The results of this dissertation also suggest some future directions for research
on parental home-based involvement and children’s academic skills. First,
parental involvement in their children’s homework was measured by parents’
self-reports. As self-reports do not allow the social desirability effect to be
controlled for, observational studies on the topic are needed as well. This would
enable the assessment not only of parental perceptions of their involvement, but
would also shed light on what is actually happening in everyday parent–child
interaction that can enhance or suppress children’s academic development.
Moreover, there is a great need to develop measures that more precisely
capture parental literacy- and numeracy-related behaviors at home and the
characteristics of a good literacy and numeracy environment.
Second, the results of the study possibly depend on the kind of outcome
measures that were used. For instance, the fact that variables of parental
involvement negatively predict children’s academic skills in Grades 1 and 2
may be due to the limited amount of variables related to children’s skills. For
instance, previous research has indicated that academic achievement in terms of
a global indicator such as GPA (grade point average) is more strongly related to
measures of parents’ involvement in comparison to subject-specific indicators
(e.g., reading or math skills; Fan & Chen, 2001). In these studies, only children’s
word reading and math skills were measured. Consequently, other aspects of
academic skills were not investigated. Therefore, future studies should include
measures of other kinds of academic skills, such as reading comprehension and
complex math skills, as well as measures of motivation.
Third, the studies only spanned the school career from kindergarten to
Grade 2. An interesting future research question to examine would be whether
the association between type of parental involvement and children’s academic
performance changes as children proceed further along their educational paths.
It has been shown, however, that parental involvement decreases with
children’s age. This may be due to the fact that parents are able to help their
child in mastering the basics of reading or math, but they may not be able to
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help their child with, for example, more advanced math tasks or in some other
subject areas (e.g., chemistry, physics, foreign languages).
Finally, the studies in the present dissertation only showed cross-lagged
associations between parents’ home-based involvement and their children’s
academic performance. However, future research should seek to identify the
major mechanisms through which parental home-based activities contribute to
children’s learning. For instance, the questionnaire did not include questions
about parents’ rationales for increasing or decreasing their reading-related
activities; this remains a challenge for future research. Also, the studies did not
examine the role of motivation in children’s learning process in the home
environment, which would be another interesting factor to investigate in future
research.

7

CONCLUSIONS

The main results of this dissertation suggest that parental home-based
involvement is related to children’s reading and math skills differently in
kindergarten as compared to primary school. In kindergarten, parents provide
more teaching of reading, shared reading and teaching of math to their children
if their children have relatively good early reading and math skills. By contrast,
when children move up to the 1st grade, both mothers’ and fathers’ greater
involvement in their children’s homework is a reaction to their children’s poor
performance at the beginning of the school career. The results show that the
teaching of reading at home contributes to the development of children’s
reading skills during kindergarten, whereas parental home-based involvement
during the 1st grade is less beneficial.
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SUMMARY IN FINNISH (TIIVISTELMÄ)
Tässä väitöskirjatutkimuksessa tarkasteltiin vanhempien sitoutumisen (ts. missä määrin vanhemmat tukivat ja opettivat lapsilleen lukemiseen ja matematiikkaan liittyviä taitoja kotona) yhteyttä lasten lukutaidon ja matematiikan taitojen
kehitykseen esi- ja alkuopetuksen aikana. Tavoitteena oli selvittää: (1) Missä
määrin lasten kehittyvä lukutaito ja laskutaito ennustavat vanhempien kotiympäristössä tapahtuvaa sitoutumista lasten taitojen tukemiseen esi- ja alkuopetuksessa? (2) Missä määrin vanhempien sitoutuminen lasten taitojen tukemiseen esi- ja alkuopetuksen aikana ennustaa lasten myöhempää akateemisten
taitojen kehitystä? ja (3) Mitkä tekijät ennustavat vanhempien sitoutumista ja
lasten akateemisia taitoja?
Väitöstutkimus koostui neljästä osatutkimuksesta. Tutkimuksissa käytettiin kahden laajan pitkittäisseurannan tutkimusaineistoa. Ensimmäinen tutkimusaineisto oli osa Koulutaitojen ja motivaation kehitys – tutkimusta (Jyväskylä Entrance into Primary School). Tässä aineistossa lapsia (n = 207) ja heidän
vanhempiaan seurattiin lasten siirtyessä esiopetuksesta kouluun. Toinen tutkimusaineisto oli osa Alkuportaat–seurantatutkimusta (First Steps study), jossa
seurattiin noin 2000 lasta vanhempineen esiopetuksessa ja koulun ensimmäisillä luokilla. Molemmissa seurantatutkimuksissa sekä äidit että isät vastasivat
joka kevät kyselyyn koskien kotiympäristössä tapahtuvaa lapsen akateemisten
taitojen tukemista ja opettamista. Lasten taitoja testattiin esiopetuksen alussa ja
lopussa sekä 1. ja 2. luokan päättyessä.
Tulokset osoittivat, että vanhempien sitoutuminen oli eri tavalla yhteydessä lasten taitojen kehitykseen esiopetusvaiheessa kuin kouluiässä. Mitä parempi
lasten lukutaito oli, sitä enemmän vanhemmat lukivat lapsille ja opettivat heille
lukemista esiopetuksen aikana. Sen sijaan mitä heikompi lukutaito ja matematiikan taidot lapsilla oli ensimmäisellä luokalla, sitä enemmän vanhemmat lukivat lapselle ja opettivat lasta lukemaan kouluiässä. Vastaavasti mitä heikompi
lukutaito ja matematiikan taidot lapsilla oli ensimmäisen luokan alussa, sitä
enemmän vanhemmat seurasivat lastensa kotitehtävien tekoa ja auttoivat lasta
kotitehtävissä 1.-2. luokan aikana.
Tulokset osoittivat, että vanhemmat mukauttivat omaa toimintaansa suhteessa lasten taitotasoon sen jälkeen, kun lapset menivät kouluun. Havaittiin,
että äitien suorittama lukemaan opettaminen ennusti vahvemmin lasten lukutaidon kehitystä esiopetuksessa kuin äidin lapselle lukeminen tai äidin suorittama kirjainten opettaminen. Havaittiin myös, että mitä matalampi sosioekonominen status vanhemmilla oli, sitä enemmän he opettivat lapsille kotona lukemista ja matematiikkaa. Lisäksi tytöillä, perheen ensimmäisillä lapsilla ja
korkeasti koulutettujen äitien lapsilla oli muita parempi lukutaito esiopetuksen
päättyessä. Tämän tutkimuksen tulokset antavat viitteitä siitä, että vanhempien
sitoutuminen ja lasten saama vanhempien tuki on erityisen hyödyllistä lasten
akateemisten taitojen kehitykselle lasten ollessa esiopetuksessa.
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UHINKI, AILO, Distress of unemployed jobseekers described by the Zulliger Test using
the Comprehensive System. - Työttömien
työntekijöiden ahdinko kuvattuna Comprehensive Systemin mukaisesti käytetyillä
Zulligerin testillä. 61 p. Yhteenveto 3p. 1996.
ANTIKAINEN, RISTO, Clinical course, outcome
and follow-up of inpatients with borderline
level disorders. - Rajatilapotilaiden osastohoidon tuloksellisuus kolmen vuoden
seurantatutkimuksessa Kys:n psykiatrian
klinikassa. 102 p. Yhteenveto 4 p. 1996.
RUUSUVIRTA, TIMO, Brain responses to pitch
changes in an acoustic environment in cats
and rabbits. - Aivovasteet kuuloärsykemuutoksiin kissoilla ja kaneilla. 45 p. Yhteenveto 2
p. 1996.
VISTI, ANNALIISA, Työyhteisön ja työn tuottavuuden kehitys organisaation transformaatiossa. - Dovelopment of the work communi-ty
and changes in the productivity of work
during an organizational transformation
process. 201 p. Summary 12 p. 1996.
SALLINEN, MIKAEL, Event-ralated brain
potentials to changes in the acustic environment buring sleep and sleepiness. - Aivojen
herätevasteet muutoksiin kuuloärsykesar-
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jassa unen ja uneliaisuuden aikana. 104 p.
Yhteenveto 3 p. 1997.
LAMMINMÄKI, TUIJA, Efficasy of a multi-faceted
treatment for children with learning
difficulties. - Oppimisvaikeuksien neurokognitiivisen ryhmäkuntoutuksen tuloksellisuus ja siihen vaikuttavia tekijöitä. 56 p.
Yhteenveto 2 p. 1997.
LUTTINEN, JAANA, Fragmentoituva kulttuuripolitiikka. Paikallisen kulttuuripolitiikan tulkintakehykset Ylä-Savossa. - Fragmenting-cultural
policy. The interpretative frames of local
cultural politics in Ylä-Savo. 178 p. Summary
9 p. 1997.
MARTTUNEN, MIIKA, Studying argumentation in
higher education by electronic mail. Argumentointia yliopisto-opinnoissa sähköpostilla. 60 p. (164 p.) Yhteenveto 3 p. 1997.
JAAKKOLA, HANNA, Kielitieto kielitaitoon pyrittäessä. Vieraiden kielten opettajien käsityksiä
kieliopin oppimisesta ja opetta-misesta. Language knowledge and language ability.
Teachers´ conceptions of the role of grammar
in foreign language learning and teaching.
227 p. Summary 7 p. 1997.
SUBRA, LEENA, A portrait of the political agent
in Jean-Paul Sartre. Views on playing, acting,
temporality and subjectivity. - Poliittisen
toimijan muotokuva Jean-Paul Sartrella.
Näkymiä pelaamiseen, toimintaan,
ajallisuuteen ja subjektiivisuuteen. 248 p.
Yhteenveto 2 p. 1997.
HAARAKANGAS, KAUKO, Hoitokokouksen äänet.
Dialoginen analyysi perhekeskeisen psykiatrisen hoitoprosessin hoitokokous-keskusteluista työryhmän toiminnan näkökulmasta. - The
voices in treatment meeting. A dialogical
analysis of the treatment meeting
conversations in family-centred psychiatric
treatment process in regard to the team
activity. 136 p. Summary 8 p. 1997.
MATINHEIKKI-KOKKO, KAIJA, Challenges of
working in a cross-cultural environment.
Principles and practice of refugee settlement in
Finland. - Kulttuurienvälisen työn haasteet.
Periaatteet ja käytäntö maahanmuuttajien
hyvinvoinnin turvaamiseksi Suomessa. 130 p.
Yhteenveto 3 p. 1997.
KIVINIEMI, KARI, Opettajuuden oppimisesta
harjoittelun harhautuksiin. Aikuisopiskelijoiden kokemuksia opetusharjoittelusta ja sen
ohjauksesta luokanopettajakoulutuksessa. From the learning of teacherhood to the
fabrications of practice. Adult students´ experiences of teaching practice and its supervision in class teacher education. 267 p.
Summary 8 p. 1997.
KANTOLA, JOUKO, Cygnaeuksen jäljillä käsityönopetuksesta teknologiseen kasvatukseen. - In
the footsteps of Cygnaeus. From handicraft
teaching to technological education. 211 p.
Summary 7 p. 1997.
KAARTINEN, JUKKA, Nocturnal body movements
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and sleep quality. - Yölliset kehon liikkeet ja
unen laatu. 85 p. Yhteenveto 3 p. 1997.
MUSTONEN, ANU, Media violence and its
audience. - Mediaväkivalta ja sen yleisö. 44 p.
(131 p.). Yhteenveto 2 p. 1997.
PERTTULA, JUHA, The experienced life-fabrics of
young men. - Nuorten miesten koettu
elämänkudelma. 218 p. Yhteenveto 3 p. 1998.
TIKKANEN, TARJA, Learning and education of
older workers. Lifelong learning at the margin.
- Ikääntyvän työväestön oppiminen ja koulutus. Elinikäisen oppimisen marginaalissa.
83 p. (154 p.). Yhteenveto 6 p. 1998.
LEINONEN, MARKKU, Johannes Gezelius vanhempi luonnonmukaisen pedagogiikan
soveltajana. Comeniuslainen tulkinta. Johannes Gezelius the elder as implementer of
natural padagogy. A Comenian interpretation.
237 p. Summary 7 p. 1998.
KALLIO, EEVA, Training of students’ scientific
reasoning skills. - Korkeakouluopiskelijoiden
tieteellisen ajattelun kehittäminen. 90 p.
Yhteenveto 1 p. 1998.
NIEMI-VÄKEVÄINEN, LEENA, Koulutusjaksot ja
elämänpolitiikka. Kouluttautuminen yksilöllistymisen ja yhteisöllisyyden risteysasemana.
- Sequences of vocational education as life
politics. Perspectives of invidualization and
communality. 210 p. Summary 6 p. 1998.
PARIKKA, MATTI, Teknologiakompetenssi.
Teknologiakasvatuksen uudistamishaasteita
peruskoulussa ja lukiossa. - Technological
competence. Challenges of reforming technology education in the Finnish comprehensive
and upper secondary school. 207 p. Summary
13 p. 1998.
TA OPETTAJAN APUNA - EDUCATIONAL TA FOR
TEACHER. Professori Pirkko Liikaselle omistettu
juhlakirja. 207 p. Tiivistelmä - Abstract 14 p.
1998.
YLÖNEN, HILKKA, Taikahattu ja hopeakengät sadun maailmaa. Lapsi päiväkodissa sadun
kuulijana, näkijänä ja kokijana. - The world of
the colden cap and silver shoes. How kinder
garten children listen to, view, and experience
fairy tales. 189 p. Summary 8 p. 1998.
MOILANEN, PENTTI, Opettajan toiminnan perusteiden tulkinta ja tulkinnan totuudellisuuden
arviointi. - Interpreting reasons for teachers’
action and the verifying the interpretations.
226 p. Summary 3p. 1998.
VAURIO, LEENA, Lexical inferencing in reading
in english on the secondary level. - Sanapäättely englanninkielistä tekstiä luettaessa
lukioasteella. 147 p. Yhteenveto 3 p. 1998.
ETELÄPELTO, ANNELI, The development of
expertise in information systems design. Asiantuntijuuden kehittyminen tietojärjestelmien suunnittelussa. 132 p. (221p.).
Yhteenveto 12 p. 1998.
PIRHONEN, ANTTI, Redundancy as a criterion for
multimodal user-interfaces. - Käsitteistö luo
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näkökulman käyttöliittymäanalyysiin. 141 p.
Yhteenveto 3 p. 1998.
RÖNKÄ, ANNA, The accumulation of problems of
social functioning: outer, inner, and
behavioral strands. - Sosiaalinen selviytyminen lapsuudesta aikuisuuteen: ongelmien
kasautumisen kolme väylää. 44 p. (129 p.)
Yhteenveto 3 p. 1999.
NAUKKARINEN, AIMO, Tasapainoilua kurinalaisuuden ja tarkoituksenmukaisuuden välillä.
Oppilaiden ei-toivottuun käyttäytymiseen
liittyvän ongelmanratkaisun kehittäminen
yhden peruskoulun yläasteen tarkastelun
pohjalta. - Balancing rigor and relevance.
Developing problem-solving associated with
students’ challenging behavior in the light of a
study of an upper comprehensive school.
296 p. Summary 5 p. 1999.
HOLMA, JUHA, The search for a narrative.
Investigating acute psychosis and the needadapted treatment model from the narrative
viewpoint. - Narratiivinen lähestymistapa
akuuttiin psykoosiin ja tarpeenmukaisen
hoidon malliin. 52 p. (105 p.) Yhteenveto 3 p. 1999.
LEPPÄNEN, PAAVO H.T., Brain responses to
changes in tone and speech stimuli in infants
with and without a risk for familial dyslexia. Aivovasteet ääni- ja puheärsykkeiden muutoksiin vauvoilla, joilla on riski suvussa esiintyvään dysleksiaan ja vauvoilla ilman tätä
riskiä. 100 p. (197 p.) Yhteenveto 4 p. 1999.
SUOMALA, JYRKI, Students’ problem solving
in the LEGO/Logo learning environment. Oppilaiden ongelmanratkaisu LEGO/Logo
oppimisympäristössä. 146 p. Yhteenveto 3 p.
1999.
HUTTUNEN, RAUNO, Opettamisen filosofia ja
kritiikki. - Philosophy, teaching, and critique.
Towards a critical theory of the philosophy of
education. 201 p. Summary 3p. 1999.
KAREKIVI, LEENA, Ehkä en kokeilisikaan, jos ....
Tutkimus ylivieskalaisten nuorten tupakoinnista ja päihteidenkäytöstä ja niihin liittyvästä
terveyskasvatuksesta vuosina 1989-1998. Maybe I wouldn´t even experiment if .... A
study on youth smoking and use of intoxicants in Ylivieska and related health education in 1989-1998. 256 p. Summary 4 p. 1999.
LAAKSO, MARJA-LEENA, Prelinguistic skills and
early interactional context as predictors of
children´s language development. - Esikielellinen kommunikaatio ja sen vuorovaikutuksellinen konteksti lapsen kielen kehityksen
ennustajana. 127 p. Yhteenveto 2 p. 1999.
MAUNO, SAIJA, Job insecurity as a psycho-social
job stressor in the context of the work-family
interface. - Työn epävarmuus työn psykososiaalisena stressitekijänä työn ja perheen
vuorovaikutuksen kontekstissa. 59 p. (147 p.)
Yhteenveto 3 p. 1999.
MÄENSIVU KIRSTI, Opettaja määrittelijänä,
oppilas määriteltävänä. Sanallisen oppilaan
arvioinnin sisällön analyysi. - The teacher as
a determiner - the pupil to be determined -
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content analysis of the written school reports.
215 p. Summary 5 p. 1999.
FELDT, TARU, Sense of coherence. Structure,
stability and health promoting role in working
life. - Koherenssin rakenne, pysyvyys ja
terveyttä edistävä merkitys työelämässä. 60 p.
(150 p.) Yhteenveto 5 p. 2000.
MÄNTY, TARJA, Ammatillisista erityisoppilaitoksista elämään. - Life after vocational special
education. 235 p. Summary 3 p. 2000.
SARJA, ANNELI, Dialogioppiminen pienryhmässä. Opettajaksi opiskelevien harjoitteluprosessi terveydenhuollon opettajankoulutuksessa. Dialogic learning in a small group. The
process of student teachers´ teaching practice
during health care education. 165 p. Summary
7 p. 2000.
JÄRVINEN, ANITTA, Taitajat iänikuiset. - Kotkan
ammattilukiosta valmiuksia elämään, työelämään ja jatko-opintoihin. - Age-old
craftmasters -Kotka vocational senior
secondary school - giving skills for life, work
and further studies. 224 p. Summary 2 p. 2000.
KONTIO, MARJA-LIISA, Laitoksessa asuvan
kehitysvammaisen vanhuksen haastava
käyttäytyminen ja hoitajan käyttämiä vaikutuskeinoja. - Challenging behaviour of
institutionalized mentally retarded elderly
people and measures taken by nurses to
control it. 175 p. Summary 3 p. 2000.
KILPELÄINEN, ARJA, Naiset paikkaansa etsimässä. Aikuiskoulutus naisen elämänkulun
rakentajana. - Adult education as determinant
of woman’s life-course. 155 p. Summary 6 p.
2000.
RIITESUO, ANNIKKI, A preterm child grows.
Focus on speech and language during the
first two years. - Keskonen kasvaa: puheen
ja kielen kehitys kahtena ensimmäisenä elinvuotena. 119 p. Tiivistelmä 2 p. 2000.
TAURIAINEN, LEENA, Kohti yhteistä laatua. Henkilökunnan, vanhempien ja lasten laatukäsitykset päiväkodin integroidussa erityisryhmässä. - Towards common quality: staff’s,
parents’ and children’s conseptions of quality
in an integration group at a daycare center.
256 p. Summary 6 p. 2000.
RAUDASKOSKI, LEENA, Ammattikorkeakoulun
toimintaperustaa etsimässä. Toimilupahakemusten sisällönanalyyttinen tarkastelu. - In
search for the founding principles of the
Finnishpolytechnic institutes. A content
analysis of the licence applications. 193 p.
Summary 4 p. 2000.
TAKKINEN, SANNA, Meaning in life and its
relation to functioning in old age. - Elämän
tarkoituksellisuus ja sen yhteydet toimintakykyyn vanhuudessa. 51 p. (130 p.)
Yhteenveto 2 p. 2000.
LAUNONEN, LEEVI, Eettinen kasvatusajattelu
suomalaisen koulun pedagogisissa teksteissä
1860-luvulta 1990-luvulle. - Ethical thinking
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in Finnish school’s pedagogical texts from the
1860s to the 1990s. 366 p. Summary 3 p. 2000.
KUORELAHTI, MATTI, Sopeutumattomien luokkamuotoisen erityisopetuksen tuloksellisuus. The educational outcomes of special classes
for emotionally/ behaviorally disordered
children and youth. 176 p. Summary 2p.
2000.
KURUNMÄKI, JUSSI, Representation, nation and
time. The political rhetoric of the 1866
parliamentary reform in Sweden. - Edustus,
kansakunta ja aika. Poliittinen retoriikka
Ruotsin vuoden 1866 valtiopäiväreformissa.
253 p. Tiivistelmä 4 p. 2000.
RASINEN, AKI, Developing technology
education. In search of curriculum elements
for Finnish general education schools. 158 p.
Yhteenveto 2 p. 2000.
SUNDHOLM, LARS, Itseohjautuvuus organisaatiomuutoksessa. - Self-determination in
organisational change. 180 p. Summary 15 p.
2000.
AHONNISKA-ASSA, JAANA, Analyzing change in
repeated neuropsychological assessment. 68
p. (124 p.) Yhteenveto 2 p. 2000.
HOFFRÉN, JARI, Demokraattinen eetos – rajoista
mahdollisuuksiin. - The democratic ethos.
From limits to possibilities? 217 p. Summary
2 p. 2000.
HEIKKINEN, HANNU L. T., Toimintatutkimus,
tarinat ja opettajaksi tulemisen taito.
Narratiivisen identiteettityön kehittäminen
opettajankoulutuksessa toimintatutkimuksen
avulla. - Action research, narratives and the
art of becoming a teacher. Developing
narrative identity work in teacher education
through action research. 237 p. Summary 4 p.
2001.
VUORENMAA, MARITTA, Ikkunoita arvioin- nin
tuolle puolen. Uusia avauksia suomalaiseen koulutusta koskevaan evaluaatiokeskusteluun. - Views across assessment:
New openings into the evaluation
discussion on Finnish education. 266 p.
Summary 4 p. 2001.
LITMANEN, TAPIO, The struggle over risk. The
spatial, temporal, and cultural dimensions of
protest against nuclear technology. - Kamppailu riskistä. Ydinteknologian vastaisen
protestin tilalliset, ajalliset ja kulttuuriset
ulottuvuudet. 72 p. (153 p.) Yhteenveto 9 p.
2001.
AUNOLA, KAISA, Children’s and adolescents’
achievement strategies, school adjustment,
and family environment. - Lasten ja nuorten
suoritusstrategiat koulu- ja perheympäristöissä. 51 p. (153 p.) Yhteenveto 2 p. 2001.
OKSANEN, ELINA , Arvioinnin kehittäminen
erityisopetuksessa. Diagnosoinnista oppimisen ohjaukseen laadullisena tapaustutkimuksena. - Developing assessment practices in
special education. From a static approach to
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dynamic approach applying qualitative case.
182 p. Summary 5 p. 2001.
VIITTALA, KAISU, “Kyllä se tommosellaki lapsella on kovempi urakka”. Sikiöaikana alkoholille altistuneiden huostaanotettujen lasten
elämäntilanne, riskiprosessit ja suojaavat
prosessit. - “It’s harder for that kind of child to
get along”. The life situation of the children
exposed to alcohol in utero and taken care of
by society, their risk and protective processes.
316 p. Summary 4 p. 2001.
HANSSON, LEENI, Networks matter. The role of
informal social networks in the period of socioeconomic reforms of the 1990s in Estonia. Verkostoilla on merkitystä: infor-maalisten
sosiaalisten verkostojen asema
Virossa
1990-luvun sosio-ekonomisten muutosten
aikana. 194 p. Yhteenveto 3 p. 2001.
BÖÖK, MARJA LEENA, Vanhemmuus ja vanhemmuuden diskurssit työttömyystilanteessa . Parenthood and parenting discourses in a
situation of unemployment. 157 p. Summary
5 p. 2001.
KOKKO, KATJA, Antecedents and
consequences of long-term unemployment.
- Pitkäaikaistyöttömyyden ennakoijia ja seurauksia. 53 p. (115 p.) Tiivistelmä 3 p. 2001.
KOKKONEN, MARJA, Emotion regulation
and physical health in adulthood: A
longitudinal, personality-oriented
approach. - Aikuisiän tunteiden säätely ja
fyysinen terveys: pitkittäistutkimuksellinen
ja persoonallisuuskeskeinen lähestymistapa. 52 p. (137 p.) Tiivistelmä 3 p. 2001.
MÄNNIKKÖ, KAISA, Adult attachment styles:
A Person-oriented approach. - Aikuisten
kiintymystyylit. 142 p. Yhteenveto 5 p. 2001.
KATVALA, SATU, Missä äiti on? Äitejä ja äitiyden
uskomuksia sukupolvien saatossa. - Where's
mother? Mothers and maternal beliefs over
generations. 126 p. Summary 3 p. 2001.
KIISKINEN, ANNA-LIISA, Ympäristöhallinto
vastuullisen elämäntavan edistäjänä.
- Environmental administration as
promoter of responsible living. 229 p.
Summary 8 p. 2001.
SIMOLA, AHTI, Työterveyshuolto-organisaation toiminta, sen henkilöstön henkinen
hyvinvointi ja toiminnan tuloksellisuus.Functioning of an occupational health
service organization and its relationship to
the mental well-being of its personnel, client
satisfaction, and economic profitability. 192 p.
Summary 12 p. 2001.
VESTERINEN, PIRKKO, Projektiopiskelu- ja oppiminen ammattikorkeakoulussa. - Project based studying and learning in the
polytechnic. 257 p. Summary 5 p. 2001.
KEMPPAINEN, JAANA, Kotikasvatus kolmessa
sukupolvessa. - Childrearing in three
generations. 183 p. Summary 3 p. 2001.
HOHENTHAL-ANTIN LEONIE, Luvan ottaminen –
Ikäihmiset teatterin tekijöinä. - Taking
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permission– Elderly people as theatre makers.
183 p. Summary 5 p. 2001.
KAKKORI, LEENA, Heideggerin aukeama.
Tutkimuksia totuudesta ja taiteesta Martin
Heideggerin avaamassa horisontissa.
- Heidegger's clearing. Studies on truth and
art in the horizon opened by Martin Heidegger. 156 p. Summary 2 p. 2001.
NÄRHI, VESA, The use of clinical neuropsychological data in learning disability
research. - Asiakastyön yhteydessä kerätyn
neuropsykologisen aineiston käyttö
oppimisvaikeustutkimuksessa. 103 p.
Yhteenveto 2 p. 2002.
SUOMI, ASTA, Ammattia etsimässä.
Aikuisopiskelijat kertovat sosiaaliohjaajakoulutuksesta ja narratiivisen pätevyyden
kehittymisestä. - Searching for professional
identity. Adult students' narratives on the
education of a social welfare supervisor and
the development of narrative competence.
183 p. Summary 2 p. 2002.
PERKKILÄ, PÄIVI, Opettajien matematiikkauskomukset ja matematiikan oppikirjan
merkitys alkuopetuksessa. 212 p.
- Teacher's mathematics beliefs and
meaning of mathematics textbooks in the
first and the second grade in primary
school. Summary 2 p. 2002.
VESTERINEN, MARJA-LIISA, Ammatillinen harjoittelu osana asiantuntijuuden kehittymistä
ammattikorkeakoulussa. - Promoting
professional expertise by developing practical
learning at the polytechnic. 261 p. Summary
5 p. 2002.
POHJANEN, JORMA, Mitä kello on? Kello modernissa yhteiskunnassa ja sen sosiologisessa
teoriassa. - What's the time. Clock on
modern society and in it's sociological
theory. 226 p. Summary 3 p. 2002.
RANTALA, ANJA, Perhekeskeisyys – puhetta vai
todellisuutta? Työntekijöiden käsitykset
yhteistyöstä erityistä tukea tarvitsevan lapsen
perheen kanssa. - Family-centeredness
rhetoric or reality? Summary 3 p. 2002.
VALANNE, EIJA, "Meidän lapsi on arvokas"
Henkilökohtainen opetuksen järjestämistä
koskeva suunnitelma (HOJKS) kunnallisessa
erityiskoulussa. - "Our child is precious" - The
individual educational plan in the context of
the special school. 219 p. Yhteenveto 2 p. 2002.
HOLOPAINEN, LEENA, Development in
reading and reading related skills; a followup study from pre-school to the fourth
grade. 57 p. (138 p.) Yhteenveto 3 p. 2002.
HEIKKINEN, HANNU, Draaman maailmat
oppimisalueina. Draamakasvatuksen vakava
leikillisyys. - Drama worlds as learning areas the serious playfulness os drama education.
164 p. Summary 5 p. 2002.
HYTÖNEN, TUIJA, Exploring the practice of
human resource development as a field of
professional expertise. - Henkilöstön
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kehittämistyön asiantuntijuuden rakentuminen. 137 p. (300 p.) Yhteenveto 10 p. 2002.
RIPATTI, MIKKO, Arvid Järnefeldt kasvatusajattelijana. 246 p. Summary 4 p. 2002.
VIRMASALO, ILKKA, Perhe, työttömyys ja lama.
- Families, unemployment and the economic
depression. 121 p. Summary 2 p. 2002.
WIKGREN, JAN, Diffuse and discrete associations
in aversive classical conditioning. - Täsmälliset ja laaja-alaiset ehdollistumat klassisessa
aversiivisessa ehdollistumisessa. 40 p. (81 p.)
Yhteenveto 2 p. 2002.
JOKIVUORI, PERTTI, Sitoutuminen työorganisaatioon ja ammattijärjestöön. - Kilpailevia
vai täydentäviä?- Commitment to organisation
and trade union. Competing or
complementary? 132 p. Summary 8 p. 2002.
GONZÁLEZ VEGA, NARCISO, Factors affecting
simulator-training effectiveness. 162 p.
Yhteenveto 1 p. 2002.
SALO, KARI, Teacher Stress as a Longitudinal
Process - Opettajien stressiprosessi. 67 p.
Yhteenveto 2 p. 2002.
VAUHKONEN, JOUNI, A rhetoric of reduction.
Bertrand de Jouvenel’s pure theory of politics
as persuasion. 156 p. Tiivistelmä 2 p. 2002.
KONTONIEMI, MARITA, ”Milloin sinä otat itseäsi
niskasta kiinni?” Opettajien kokemuksia
alisuoriutujista. - ”When will you pull your
socks up?” Teachers´ experiences of
underachievers. 218 p. Summary 3 p. 2003.
SAUKKONEN, SAKARI, Koulu ja yksilöllisyys;
Jännitteitä, haasteita ja mahdollisuuksia.
- School and individuality: Tensions,
challenges and possibilities. 125 p. Summary
3 p. 2003.
VILJAMAA, MARJA-LEENA, Neuvola tänään ja
huomenna. Vanhemmuuden tukeminen,
perhekeskeisyys ja vertaistuki. - Child and
maternity welfare clinics today and tomorrow.
Supporting parenthood, family-centered
sevices and peer groups. 141 p. Summary 4 p.
2003.
REMES, LIISA, Yrittäjyyskasvatuksen kolme
diskurssia. - Three discourses in
entrepreneurial learning. 204 p. Summary 2 p.
2003.
KARJALA, KALLE, Neulanreiästä panoraamaksi.
Ruotsin kulttuurikuvan ainekset eräissä
keskikoulun ja B-ruotsin vuosina 1961–2002
painetuissa oppikirjoissa. - From pinhole to
panorama – The culture of Sweden presented
in some middle and comprehensive school
textbooks printed between 1961 and 2002.
308 p. Summary 2 p. 2003.
LALLUKKA, KIRSI, Lapsuusikä ja ikä lapsuudessa. Tutkimus 6–12 -vuotiaiden sosiokulttuurisesta ikätiedosta. - Childhood age and age
in childhood. A study on the sociocultural
knowledge of age. 234 p. Summary 2 p. 2003.
PUUKARI, SAULI, Video Programmes as Learning
Tools. Teaching the Gas Laws and Behaviour
of Gases in Finnish and Canadian Senior
High Schools. 361 p. Yhteenveto 6 p. 2003.

217 LOISA, RAIJA-LEENA, The polysemous
contemporary concept. The rhetoric of the
cultural industry. - Monimerkityksinen
nykykäsite. Kulttuuriteollisuuden retoriikka.
244 p. Yhteenveto 2 p. 2003.
218 HOLOPAINEN, ESKO, Kuullun ja luetun tekstin
ymmärtämisstrategiat ja -vaikeudet peruskoulun kolmannella ja yhdeksännellä luokalla. Strategies for listening and reading
comprehension and problematic listening and
reading comprehension of the text during the
third and ninth grades of primary school.
135 p. Summary 3 p. 2003.
219 PENTTINEN, SEPPO, Lähtökohdat liikuntaa
opettavaksi luokanopettajaksi. Nuoruuden
kasvuympäristöt ja opettajankoulutus
opettajuuden kehitystekijöinä.- Starting points
for a primary school physical education
teacher. The growth environment of
adolescence and teacher education as
developmental factors of teachership.
201 p. Summary 10 p. 2003.
220 IKÄHEIMO, HEIKKI, Tunnustus, subjektiviteetti ja
inhimillinen elämänmuoto: Tutkimuksia
Hegelistä ja persoonien välisistä tunnustussuhteista. - Recognition, subjectivity and the
human life form: studies on Hegel and
interpersonal recognition. 191 p. Summary
3 p. 2003.
221 ASUNTA, TUULA, Knowledge of environmental
issues. Where pupils acquire information and
how it affects their attitudes, opinions, and
laboratory behaviour - Ympäristöasioita
koskeva tieto. Mistä oppilaat saavat informaatiota ja miten se vaikuttaa heidän asenteisiinsa, mielipiteisiinsä ja laboratoriokäyttäytymiseensä. 159 p. Yhteenveto 4 p. 2003.
222 KUJALA, ERKKI, Sodan pojat. Sodanaikaisten
pikkupoikien lapsuuskokemuksia isyyden
näkökulmasta - The sons of war. 229 p.
Summary 2 p. 2003.
223 JUSSI KURUNMÄKI & KARI PALOINEN (Hg./eds.)
Zeit, Geschicte und Politik. Time, history and
politics. Zum achtzigsten Geburtstag von
Reinhart Koselleck. 310 p. 2003.
224 LAITINEN, ARTO, Strong evaluation without
sources. On Charles Taylor’s philosophical
anthropology and cultural moral realism.
- Vahvoja arvostuksia ilman lähteitä.
Charles Taylorin filosofisesta antropologiasta ja kulturalistisesta moraalirealismista. 358 p. Yhteenveto 4 p. 2003.
225 GUTTORM, TOMI K. Newborn brain responses
measuring feature and change detection and
predicting later language development in
children with and without familial risk for
dyslexia. - Vastasyntyneiden aivovasteet
puheäänteiden ja niiden muutosten havaitsemisessa sekä myöhemmän kielen kehityksen ennustamisessa dysleksia-riskilapsilla.
81 p. (161 p.) Yhteenveto 3 p. 2003.
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226 NAKARI, MAIJA-LIISA, Työilmapiiri, työntekijöiden hyvinvointi ja muutoksen mahdollisuus - Work climate, employees’ wellbeing and the possibility of change. 255 p.
Summary 3 p. 2003.
227 METSÄPELTO, RIITTA-LEENA, Individual
differences in parenting: The five-factor
model of personality as an explanatory
framework - Lastenkasvatus ja sen yhteys
vanhemman persoonallisuuden piirteisiin.
53 p. (119 p.) Tiivistelmä 3 p. 2003.
228 PULKKINEN, OILI, The labyrinth of politics A conceptual approach to the modes of the
political in the scottish enlightenment. 144 p.
Yhteenveto 2 p. 2003.
229 JUUJÄRVI, PETRI, A three-level analysis of
reactive aggression among children. Lasten aggressiivisiin puolustusreaktioihin
vaikuttavien tekijöiden kolmitasoinen
analyysi. 39 p. (115 p.) Yhteenveto 2 p.
2003.
230 POIKONEN, PIRJO-LIISA, “Opetussuunnitelma
on sitä elämää”. Päiväkoti-kouluyhteisö
opetussuunnitelman kehittäjänä. - “The
curriculum is part of our life”. The day-cara cum - primary school community as a
curriculum developer. 154 p. Summary 3 p.
2003.
231 SOININEN, SUVI, From a ‘Necessary Evil’ to an
art of contingency: Michael Oakeshott’s
conception of political activity in British
postwar political thought. 174 p. Summary
2p. 2003.
232 ALARAUDANJOKI, ESA, Nepalese child labourers’
life-contexts, cognitive skills and well-being.
- Työssäkäyvien nepalilaislasten elämänkonteksti, kognitiiviset taidot ja hyvinvointi.
62 p. (131 p.) Yhteenveto 4 p. 2003.
233 LERKKANEN, MARJA-KRISTIINA, Learning to read.
Reciprocal processes and individual
pathways. - Lukemaan oppiminen:
vastavuoroiset prosessit ja yksilölliset
oppimispolut. 70 p. (155 p.) Yhteenveto 5 p.
2003.
234 FRIMAN, MERVI, Ammatillisen asiantuntijan
etiikka ammattikorkeakoulutuksessa.
- The ethics of a professional expert in the
context of polytechnics. 199 p. 2004.
235 MERONEN, AULI, Viittomakielen omaksumisen yksilölliset tekijät. - Individual
differences in sign language abilities. 110 p.
Summary 5 p. 2004.
236 TIILIKKALA, LIISA, Mestarista tuutoriksi.
Suomalaisen ammatillisen opettajuuden
muutos ja jatkuvuus. - From master to tutor.
Change and continuity in Finnish vocational
teacherhood. 281 p. Summary 3 p. 2004.
237 ARO, MIKKO, Learning to read: The effect of
orthography. - Kirjoitusjärjestelmän vaikutus
lukemaan oppimiseen. 44 p. (122 p.)
Tiivistelmä 2 p. 2004.
238 LAAKSO, ERKKI, Draamakokemusten äärellä.
Prosessidraaman oppimispotentiaali
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opettajaksi opiskelevien kokemusten valossa.
- Encountering drama experiences. The
learning potential of process drama in the
light of student teachers’ experiences. 230 p.
Summary 7 p. 2004.
PERÄLÄ-LITTUNEN, SATU, Cultural images of a
good mother and a good father in three
generations. - Kulttuuriset mielikuvat
hyvästä äidistä ja hyvästä isästä kolmessa
sukupolvessa. 234 p. Yhteenveto 7 p. 2004.
RINNE-KOISTINEN, EVA-MARITA, Perceptions of
health: Water and sanitation problems in
rural and urban communities in Nigeria.
129 p. (198 p.) Yhteenveto 3 p. 2004.
PALMROTH, AINO, Käännösten kautta
kollektiiviin. Tuuliosuuskunnat toimijaverkkoina. - From translation to collective.
Wind turbine cooperatives as actor
networks. 177 p. Summary 7 p. 2004.
VIERIKKO, ELINA, Genetic and environmental
effects on aggression. - Geneettiset ja ympäristötekijät aggressiivisuudessa. 46 p. (108 p.)
Tiivistelmä 3 p. 2004.
NÄRHI, KATI, The eco-social approach in social
work and the challenges to the expertise of
social work. - Ekososiaalinen viitekehys ja
haasteet sosiaalityön asiantuntijuudelle.
106 p. (236 p.) Yhteenveto 7 p. 2004.
URSIN, JANI, Characteristics of Finnish medical
and engineering research group work.
- Tutkimusryhmätyöskentelyn piirteet lääkeja teknisissä tieteissä. 202 p. Yhteenveto 9 p.
2004.
TREUTHARDT, LEENA, Tulosohjauksen yhteiskunnalliuus Jyväskylän yliopistossa.
Tarkastelunäkökulmina muoti ja seurustelu.
- The management by results a fashion and
social interaction at the University of
Jyväskylä. 228 p. Summary 3 p. 2004.
MATTHIES, JÜRGEN, Umweltpädagogik in der
Postmoderne. Eine philosophische Studie
über die Krise des Subjekts im
umweltpädagogischen Diskurs.
- Ympäristökasvatus postmodernissa.
Filosofinen tutkimus subjektin kriisistä
ympäristökasvatuksen diskurssissa.400 p.
Yhteenveto 7 p. 2004.
LAITILA, AARNO, Dimensions of expertise in
family therapeutic process. - Asiantuntijuuden ulottuvuuksia perheterapeuttisessa
prosessissa. 54 p. (106 p.) Yhteenveto 3 p.
2004.
LAAMANEN (ASTIKAINEN), PIIA, Pre-attentive
detection of changes in serially presented
stimuli in rabbits and humans. - Muutoksen
esitietoinen havaitseminen sarjallisesti
esitetyissä ärsykkeissä kaneilla ja ihmisillä.
35 p. (54 p.) Yhteenveto 3 p. 2004.
JUUSENAHO, RIITTA, Peruskoulun rehtoreiden
johtamisen eroja. Sukupuolinen näkökulma.
- Differences in comprehensive school
leadership and management. A gender-based
approach. 176p. Summary 3 p. 2004.
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250 VAARAKALLIO, TUULA, ”Rotten to the Core”.
Variations of French nationalist anti-system
rhetoric. – ”Systeemi on mätä”. Ranskalaisten nationalistien järjestelmän vastainen
retoriikka. 194 p. Yhteenveto 3 p. 2004.
251 KUUSINEN, PATRIK, Pitkäaikainen kipu ja
depressio. Yhteyttä säätelevät tekijät.
– Chronic pain and depression: psychosocial
determinants regulating the relationship.
139 p. Summary 8 p. 2004.
252 HÄNNIKÄINEN-UUTELA, ANNA-LIISA, Uudelleen
juurtuneet. Yhteisökasvatus vaikeasti
päihderiippuvaisten narkomaanien kuntoutuksessa. – Rooted again. Community
education in the rehabilitation of substance
addicts. 286 p. Summary 3 p. 2004.
253 PALONIEMI, SUSANNA, Ikä, kokemus ja osaaminen työelämässä. Työntekijöiden käsityksiä
iän ja kokemuksen merkityksestä ammatillisessa osaamisessa ja sen kehittämisessä.
- Age, experience and competence in working
life. Employees' conceptions of the the
meaning and experience in professional
competence and its development. 184 p.
Summary 5 p. 2004.
254 RUIZ CEREZO, MONTSE, Anger and Optimal
Performance in Karate. An Application of the
IZOF Model. 55 p. (130 p.) Tiivistelmä 2 p.
2004.
255 LADONLAHTI, TARJA, Haasteita palvelujärjestelmälle. Kehitysvammaiseksi luokiteltu
henkilö psykiatrisessa sairaalassa.
- Challenges for the human service system.
Living in a psychiatric hospital under the
label of mental retardation. 176 p. Summary
3 p. 2004.
256 KOVANEN PÄIVI, Oppiminen ja asiantuntijuus
varhaiskasvatuksessa. Varhaisen oppimaan
ohjaamisen suunnitelma erityistä tukea
tarvitsevien lasten ohjauksessa. - Learning
and expertice in early childhood education. A
pilot work in using VARSU with children
with special needs. 175 p. Summary 2 p. 2004.
257 VILMI, VEIKKO, Turvallinen koulu. Suomalaisten näkemyksiä koulutuspalvelujen
kansallisesta ja kunnallisesta priorisoinnista.
- Secure education. Finnish views on the
national and municipal priorities of
Finland’s education services. 134 p.
Summary 5 p. 2005.
258 ANTTILA, TIMO, Reduced working hours.
Reshaping the duration, timing and tempo
of work. 168 p. Tiivistelmä 2 p. 2005.
259 UGASTE, AINO, The child’s play world at home
and the mother’s role in the play. 207 p.
Tiivistelmä 5 p. 2005.
260 KURRI, KATJA, The invisible moral order:
Agency, accountability and responsibility
in therapy talk. 38 p. (103 p.). Tiivistelmä 1 p.
2005.

261 COLLIN, KAIJA, Experience and shared practice
– Design engineers’ learning at work.– Suunnitteluinsinöörien työssä oppiminen
– kokemuksellisuutta ja jaettuja käytäntöjä.
124 p. (211 p.). Yhteenveto 6 p. 2005.
262 KURKI, EIJA, Näkyvä ja näkymätön. Nainen
Suomen helluntailiikkeen kentällä. – Visible
and invisible. Women in the Finnish
pentecostal movement. 180 p. Summary 2 p.
2005.
263 HEIMONEN, SIRKKALIISA, Työikäisenä Alzheimerin tautiin sairastuneiden ja heidän
puolisoidensa kokemukset sairauden
alkuvaiheessa. – Experiences of persons
with early onset Alzheimer’s disease and
their spouses in the early stage of the disease.
138 p. Summary 3 p. 2005.
264 PIIROINEN, HANNU, Epävarmuus, muutos ja
ammatilliset jännitteet. Suomalainen
sosiaalityö 1990-luvulla sosiaalityöntekijöiden tulkinnoissa. – Uncertainty, change and
professional tensions. The Finnish social
work in the 1990s in the light of social
workers’ representations. 207 p. Summary
2 p. 2005.
265 MÄKINEN, JARMO, Säätiö ja maakunta.
Maakuntarahastojärjestelmän kentät ja
verkostot. – Foundation and region: Fields and
networks of the system of the regional funds.
235 p. Summary 3 p. 2005.
266 PETRELIUS, PÄIVI, Sukupuoli ja subjektius
sosiaalityössä. Tulkintoja naistyöntekijöiden
muistoista. – Gender and subjectivity in social
work – interpreting women workers’
memories. 67 p. (175 p.) 2005.
267 HOKKANEN, TIINA, Äitinä ja isänä eron jälkeen.
Yhteishuoltajavanhemmuus arjen kokemuksena. – As a mother and a father after divoce.
Joint custody parenthood as an everyday life
experience. 201 p. Summary 8 p. 2005.
268 HANNU SIRKKILÄ, Elättäjyyttä vai erotiikkaa.
Miten suomalaiset miehet legitimoivat parisuhteensa thaimaalaisen naisen kanssa?
– Breadwinner or eroticism. How Finnish
men legitimatize their partnerships with Thai
women. 252 p. Summary 4 p. 2005.
269 PENTTINEN, LEENA, Gradupuhetta tutkielmaseminaarissa. – Thesis discourse in an
undergraduate research seminar. 176 p.
Summary 8 p. 2005.
270 KARVONEN, PIRKKO, Päiväkotilasten lukuleikit.
Lukutaidon ja lukemistietoisuuden kehittyminen interventiotutkimuksessa– Reading
Games for Children in Daycare Centers. The
Development of Reading Ability and Reading
Awareness in an Intervention Study . 179 p.
Summary 3 p. 2005.
271 KOSONEN, PEKKA A., Sosiaalialan ja hoitotyön
asiantuntijuuden kehitysehdot ja
opiskelijavalinta. – Conditions of expertise
development in nursing and and social care,
and criteria for student selection. 276 p.
Summary 3 p. 2005.
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272 NIIRANEN-LINKAMA, PÄIVI, Sosiaalisen
transformaatio sosiaalialan asiantuntuntijuuden diskurssissa. – Transformation of
the social in the discourse of social work
expertise. 200 p. Summary 3 p. 2005.
273 KALLA, OUTI, Characteristics, course and
outcome in first-episode psychosis.
A cross-cultural comparison of Finnish
and Spanish patient groups. – Ensikertalaisten psykoosipotilaiden psyykkissosiaaliset ominaisuudet, sairaudenkulku
ja ennuste. Suomalaisten ja espanjalaisten
potilasryhmien vertailu. 75 p. (147 p.)
Tiivistelmä 4 p. 2005.
274 LEHTOMÄKI, ELINA, Pois oppimisyhteiskunnan marginaalista? Koulutuksen merkitys
vuosina 1960–1990 opiskelleiden lapsuudestaan kuurojen ja huonokuuloisten
aikuisten elämänkulussa. - Out from the
margins of the learning society? The
meaning of education in the life course of
adults who studied during the years 19601990 and were deaf or hard-of-hearing
from childhood. 151 p. Summary 5 p. 2005.
275 KINNUNEN, MARJA-LIISA, Allostatic load in
relation to psychosocial stressors and
health. - Allostaattinen kuorma ja sen suhde
psykososiaalisiin stressitekijöihin ja
terveyteen. 59 p. (102 p.) Tiivistelmä 3 p.
2005.
276 UOTINEN, VIRPI, I’m as old as I feel. Subjective
age in Finnish adults. - Olen sen ikäinen
kuin tunnen olevani. Suomalaisten aikuisten subjektiivinen ikä. 64 p. (124 p.)
Tiivistelmä 3 p. 2005.
277 SALOKOSKI, TARJA, Tietokonepelit ja niiden
pelaaminen. - Electronic games: content and
playing activity. 116 p. Summary 5 p. 2005.
278 HIHNALA, KAUKO, Laskutehtävien suorittamisesta käsitteiden ymmärtämiseen.Peruskoululaisen matemaattisen ajattelun
kehittyminen aritmetiikasta algebraan
siirryttäessä. - Transition from the
performing of arithmetic tasks to the
understanding of concepts. The
development of pupils' mathematical
thinking when shifting from arithmetic to
algebra in comprehensive school. 169 p.
Summary 3 p. 2005.
279 WALLIN, RISTO, Yhdistyneet kansakunnat
organisaationa. Tutkimus käsitteellisestä
muutoksesta maailmanjärjestön organisoinnin periaatteissa - From the league to
UN. The move to an organizational
vocabulary of international relations. 172 p.
Summary 2 p. 2005.
280 VALLEALA, ULLA MAIJA, Yhteinen ymmärtäminen koulutuksessa ja työssä. Kontekstin
merkitys ymmärtämisessä opiskelijaryhmän ja työtiimin keskusteluissa. - Shared
understanding in education and work.
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Context of understanding in student group
and work team discussions. 236 p. Summary
7 p. 2006.
RASINEN, TUIJA, Näkökulmia vieraskieliseen
perusopetukseen. Koulun kehittämishankkeesta koulun toimintakulttuuriksi.
- Perspectives on content and language
integrated learning. The impact of a
development project on a school’s
activities. 204 . Summary 6 p. 2006.
VIHOLAINEN, HELENA, Suvussa esiintyvän
lukemisvaikeusriskin yhteys motoriseen ja
kielelliseen kehitykseen. Tallaako lapsi
kielensä päälle? - Early motor and language
development in children at risk for familial
dyslexia. 50 p. (94 p.) Summary 2 p. 2006.
KIILI, JOHANNA, Lasten osallistumisen
voimavarat. Tutkimus Ipanoiden osallistumisesta. - Resources for children’s
participation. 226 p. Summary 3 p. 2006.
LEPPÄMÄKI, LAURA, Tekijänoikeuden oikeuttaminen. - The justification of copyright.
125 p. Summary 2 p. 2006.
SANAKSENAHO, SANNA, Eriarvoisuus ja
luottamus 2000-luvun taitteen Suomessa.
Bourdieulainen näkökulma. - Inequality and
trust in Finland at the turn of the 21st
century: Bourdieuan approach.
150 p. Summary 3 p. 2006.
VALKONEN, LEENA, Millainen on hyvä äiti tai
isä? Viides- ja kuudesluokkalaisten lasten
vanhemmuuskäsitykset. - What is a good
father or good mother like? Fifth and sixth
graders’ conceptions of parenthood. 126 p.
Summary 5 p. 2006.
MARTIKAINEN, LIISA, Suomalaisten nuorten
aikuisten elämään tyytyväisyyden monet
kasvot. - The many faces of life satisfaction
among Finnish young adult’s. 141 p.
Summary 3 p. 2006.
HAMARUS, PÄIVI, Koulukiusaaminen ilmiönä.
Yläkoulun oppilaiden kokemuksia
kiusaamisesta. - School bullying as a
phenomenon. Some experiences of Finnish
lower secondary school pupils. 265 p.
Summary 6 p. 2006.
LEPPÄNEN, ULLA, Development of literacy in
kindergarten and primary school.
Tiivistelmä 2 p. 49 p. ( 145 p.) 2006.
KORVELA, PAUL-ERIK, The Machiavellian
reformation. An essay in political theory.
171 p. Tiivistelmä 2 p. 2006.
METSOMÄKI, MARJO, “Suu on syömistä
varten”. Lasten ja aikuisten kohtaamisia
ryhmäperhepäiväkodin ruokailutilanteissa.
- Encounters between children and adults
in group family day care dining situations.
251 p. Summary 3 p. 2006.
LATVALA, JUHA-MATTI, Digitaalisen kommunikaatiosovelluksen kehittäminen kodin ja
koulun vuorovaikutuksen edistämiseksi.
- Development of a digital communication
system to facilitate interaction between home
and school. 158 p. Summary 7 p. 2006.
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293 PITKÄNEN, TUULI, Alcohol drinking behavior
and its developmental antecedents. - Alkoholin juomiskäyttäytyminen ja sen ennusta
minen. 103 p. (169 p.) Tiivistelmä 6 p. 2006.
294 LINNILÄ, MAIJA-LIISA, Kouluvalmiudesta koulun
valmiuteen. Poikkeuksellinen koulunaloitus
koulumenestyksen, viranomaislausuntojen
ja perheiden kokemusten valossa. - From
school readiness to readiness of school –
Exceptional school starting in the light of
school attainment, official report and
family experience. 321 p. Summary 3 p. 2006.
295 LEINONEN, ANU, Vanhusneuvoston funktioita
jäljittämässä. Tutkimus maaseutumaisten
kuntien vanhusneuvostoista. – Tracing
functions of older people’s councils. A study
on older people’s councils in rural
municipalities. 245 p. Summary 3 p. 2006.
296 KAUPPINEN, MARKO, Canon vs. charisma.
”Maoism” as an ideological construction.
- Kaanon vs. karisma. “Maoismi” ideologisena konstruktiona. 119 p. Yhteenveto 2 p. 2006.
297 VEHKAKOSKI, TANJA, Leimattu lapsuus? Vammaisuuden rakentuminen ammatti-ihmisten
puheessa ja teksteissä. – Stigmatized
childhood? Constructing disability in
professional talk and texts. 83 p. (185 p.)
Summary 4 p. 2006.
298 LEPPÄAHO, HENRY, Matemaattisen ongelman
ratkaisutaidon opettaminen peruskoulussa.
Ongelmanratkaisukurssin kehittäminen ja
arviointi. – Teaching mathematical problem
solving skill in the Finnish comprehensive
school. Designing and assessment of a
problem solving course. 343 p. Summary 4 p.
2007.
299 KUVAJA, KRISTIINA, Living the Urban Challenge.
Sustainable development and social
sustainability in two southern megacities.
130 p. (241 p.) Yhteenveto 4 p. 2007.
300 POHJOLA, PASI, Technical artefacts. An
ontological investigation of technology. 150 p.
Yhteenveto 3 p. 2007.
301 KAUKUA, JARI, Avicenna on subjectivity. A
philosophical study. 161 p. Yhteenveto 3 p.
2007.
302 KUPILA, PÄIVI, “Minäkö asiantuntija?”. Varhaiskasvatuksen asiantuntijan merkitysperspektiivin ja identiteetin rakentuminen. –“Me, an
expert?” Constructing the meaning perspective
and identity of an expert in the field of early
childhood education. 190 p. Summary 4 p. 2007.
303 SILVENNOINEN, PIIA, Ikä, identiteetti ja ohjaava
koulutus. Ikääntyvät pitkäaikaistyöttömät
oppimisyhteiskunnan haasteena. – Age,
identity and career counselling. The ageing,
long-term unemployed as a challenge to
learning society. 229 p. Summary 4 p. 2007.
304 REINIKAINEN, MARJO-RIITTA, Vammaisuuden
sukupuolittuneet ja sortavat diskurssit:
Yhteiskunnallis-diskursiivinen näkökulma
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vammaisuuteen. – Gendered and oppressive
discourses of disability: Social-discursive
perspective on disability. 81 p. (148 p.)
Summary 4 p. 2007.
MÄÄTTÄ, JUKKA, Asepalvelus nuorten naisten
ja miesten opinto- ja työuralla. – The impact
of military service on the career and study
paths of young women and men. 141 p.
Summary 4 p. 2007.
PYYKKÖNEN, MIIKKA, Järjestäytyvät diasporat.
Etnisyys, kansalaisuus, integraatio ja hallinta
maahanmuuttajien yhdistystoiminnassa.
– Organizing diasporas. Ethnicity,
citizenship, integration, and government in
immigrant associations. 140 p. (279 p.)
Summary 2 p. 2007.
RASKU, MINNA, On the border of east and west.
Greek geopolitical narratives. – Idän ja lännen
rajalla. Narratiiveja kreikkalaisesta geopolitiikasta. 169 p. Yhteenveto 3 p. 2007.
LAPIOLAHTI, RAIMO, Koulutuksen arviointi
kunnallisen koulutuksen järjestäjän tehtävänä. Paikallisen arvioinnin toteutumisedellytysten arviointia erään kuntaorganisaation
näkökulmasta. – The evaluation of schooling
as a task of the communal maintainer of
schooling – what are the presuppositions of
the execution of evaluation in one specific
communal organization. 190 p. Summary 7 p.
2007.
NATALE, KATJA, Parents’ Causal Attributions
Concerning Their Children’s Academic
Achievement . – Vanhempien lastensa koulumenestystä koskevat kausaaliattribuutiot.
54 p. (154 p.) Yhteenveto 3 p. 2007.
VAHTERA, SIRPA, Optimistit opintiellä. Opinnoissaan menestyvien nuorten hyvinvointi
lukiosta jatko-opintoihin. – The well-being of
optimistic, well-performing high school
students from high school to university. 111 p.
Summary 2 p. 2007.
KOIVISTO, PÄIVI, “Yksilöllistä huomiota arkisissa tilanteissa”. Päiväkodin toimintakulttuurin
kehittäminen lasten itsetuntoa vahvistavaksi.
– “Individual attention in everyday
situations”. Developing the operational
culture of a day-care centre to strengthen
children’s self-esteem. 202 p. Summary 4 p.
2007.
LAHIKAINEN, JOHANNA, “You look delicious”
– Food, eating, and hunger in Margaret
Atwood’s novels. 277 p. Yhteenveto 2 p.
2007.
LINNAVUORI, HANNARIIKKA, Lasten kokemuksia
vuoroasumisesta. – Children’s experiences of
dual residence. 202 p. Summary 8 p. 2007.
PARVIAINEN, TIINA, Cortical correlates of
language perception. Neuromagnetic studies
in adults and children. – Kielen käsittely
aivoissa. Neuromagneettisia tutkimuksia
aikuisilla ja lapsilla. 128 p. (206 p.) Yhteenveto 5 p. 2007.
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315 KARA, HANNELE, Ermutige mich Deutsch zu
sprechen. Portfolio als evaluationsform von
mündlichen leistungen. – ”Rohkaise minua
puhumaan saksaa” – kielisalkku suullisen
kielitaidon arviointivälineenä. 108 p. Yhteenveto 3 p. 2007.
316 MÄKELÄ, AARNE, Mitä rehtorit todella tekevät.
Etnografinen tapaustutkimus johtamisesta ja
rehtorin tehtävistä peruskoulussa. – What
principals really do. An ethnographic case
study on leadership and on principal’s tasks
in comprehensive school. 266 p. Summary
5 p. 2007.
317 PUOLAKANAHO, ANNE, Early prediction of
reading – Phonological awareness and
related language and cognitive skills in
children with a familial risk for dyslexia.
– Lukemistaitojen varhainen ennustaminen.
Fonologinen tietoisuus, kielelliset ja kognitiiviset taidot lapsilla joiden suvussa esiintyy
dysleksiaa. 61 p. (155 p.) Yhteenveto 3 p.
2007.
318 HOFFMAN, DAVID M., The career potential of
migrant scholars in Finnish higher education.
Emerging perspectives and dynamics. Akateemisten siirtolaisten uramahdollisuudet
suomalaisessa korkeakoulujärjestelmässä:
dynamiikkaa ja uusia näkökulmia. 153 p.
(282 p.) Yhteenveto 2 p. 2007.
319 FADJUKOFF, PÄIVI, Identity formation in
adulthood. - Identiteetin muotoutuminen
aikuisiässä. 71 p. (168 p.) Yhteenveto 5 p.
2007.
320 MÄKIKANGAS, ANNE, Personality, well-being
and job resources: From negative paradigm
towards positive psychology. - Persoonallisuus, hyvinvointi ja työn voimavarat: Kohti
positiivista psykologiaa. 66 p. (148 p.) Yhteenveto 3 p. 2007.
321 JOKISAARI, MARKKU, Attainment and reflection:
The role of social capital and regrets in
developmental regulation. - Sosiaalisen
pääoman ja toteutumattomien tavoitteiden
merkitys kehityksen säätelyssä. 61 p. (102 p.)
Yhteenveto 2 p. 2007.
322 HÄMÄLÄINEN, JARMO, Processing of sound rise
time in children and adults with and without
reading problems. - Äänten nousuaikojen
prosessointi lapsilla ja aikuisilla, joilla on
dysleksia ja lapsilla ja aikuisilla, joilla ei ole
dysleksiaa. 48 p. (95 p.) Tiivistelmä 2 p. 2007.
323 KANERVIO, PEKKA, Crisis and renewal in one
Finnish private school. - Kriisi ja uudistuminen yhdessä suomalaisessa yksityiskoulussa.
217 p. Tiivistelmä 2 p. 2007.
324 MÄÄTTÄ, SAMI, Achievement strategies in
adolescence and young adulthood. - Nuorten
ajattelu- ja toimintastrategia. 45 p. (120 p.)
Tiivistelmä 3 p. 2007.
325 TORPPA MINNA, Pathways to reading
acquisition: Effects of early skills, learning
environment and familial risk for dyslexia.
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- Yksilöllisiä kehityspolkuja kohti lukemisen
taitoa: Varhaisten taitojen, oppimisympäristön ja sukuriskin vaikutukset. 53 p. (135 p.)
2007.
KANKAINEN, TOMI, Yhdistykset, instituutiot ja
luottamus. - Voluntary associations,
institutions and trust.158 p. Summary 7 p.
2007.
PIRNES, ESA, Merkityksellinen kulttuuri ja
kulttuuripolitiikka. Laaja kulttuurin käsite
kulttuuripolitiikan perusteluna. - Meaningful
culture and cultural policy. A broad concept
of culture as a basis for cultural policy. 294 p.
Summary 2 p. 2008.
NIEMI, PETTERI, Mieli, maailma ja referenssi.
John McDowellin mielenfilosofian ja semantiikan kriittinen tarkastelu ja ontologinen
täydennys. - Mind, world and reference: A
critical examination and ontological
supplement of John McDowell’s philosophy
of mind and semantics. 283 p. Summary 4 p.
2008.
GRANBOM-HERRANEN, LIISA, Sananlaskut
kasvatuspuheessa – perinnettä, kasvatusta,
indoktrinaatiota? – Proverbs in pedagogical
discourse – tradition, upbringing,
indoctrination? 324 p. Summary 8 p. 2008.
KYKYRI, VIRPI-LIISA, Helping clients to help
themselves. A discursive perspective to
process consulting practices in multi-party
settings. - Autetaan asiakasta auttamaan itse
itseään. Diskursiivinen näkökulma prosessikonsultoinnin käytäntöihin ryhmätilanteissa.
75 p. (153 p.) Tiivistelmä 2 p. 2008.
KIURU, NOONA, The role of adolescents’
peergroups in the school context. - Nuortentoveriryhmien rooli kouluympäristössä. 77 p.
(192 p.) Tiivistelmä 3 p. 2008.
PARTANEN, TERHI, Interaction and therapeutic
interventions in treatment groups for
intimately violent men. 46 p. (104 p) Yhteenveto 2 p. 2008.
RAITTILA, RAIJA, Retkellä. Lasten ja kaupunkiympäristön kohtaaminen. – Making a visit.
Encounters between children and an urban
environment. 179 p. Summary 3 p. 2008.
SUME, HELENA, Perheen pyörteinen arki.
Sisäkorvaistutetta käyttävän lapsen matka
kouluun. – Turbulent life of the family. Way to
school of a child with cochlear implant.
208 p. Summary 6 p. 2008.
KOTIRANTA, TUIJA, Aktivoinnin paradoksit.
- The paradoxes of activation. 217 p.
Summary 3 p. 2008.
RUOPPILA, ISTO, HUUHTANEN, PEKKA, SEITSAMO,
JORMA AND ILMARINEN, JUHANI, Age-related
changes of the work ability construct and its
relation to cognitive functioning in the older
worker: A 16-year follow-up study. 97 p. 2008.
TIKKANEN, Pirjo, “Helpompaa ja hauskempaa
kuin luulin”. Matematiikka suomalaisten ja
unkarilaisten perusopetuksen neljäsluokkalaisten kokemana.– “Easier and more fun that
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I thought”. Mathematics experienced by
fourth-graders in Finnish and Hungarian
comprehensive schools. 309 p. Summary 3 p.
2008.
KAUPPINEN, ILKKA, Tiedon omistaminen on valtaa
– Globalisoituvan patenttijärjestelmän poliittinen moraalitalous ja globaali kapitalismi.
– Owning knowledge is power. Political moral
economy of the globalizing patent system and
global capitalism. 269 p. Summary 5 p. 2008.
KUJALA, MARIA, Muukalaisena omassa maassa.
Miten kasvaa vuorovaikutuskonflikteissa?
– A stranger in one’s own land. How to grow
in interaction conflicts? 174 p. Summary 7 p.
2008.
KOPONEN, TUIRE, Calculation and Language:
Diagnostic and intervention studies. Laskutaito ja kieli: Diagnostinen ja kuntoutustutkimus. 49 p. (120 p.) Tiivistelmä 2 p.
2008.
HAUTALA, PÄIVI-MARIA, Lupa tulla näkyväksi.
Kuvataideterapeuttinen toiminta kouluissa.
- Permission to be seen. Art therapeutic
activities in schools. 202 p. 2008.
SIPARI, SALLA, Kuntouttava arki lapsen tueksi.
Kasvatuksen ja kuntoutuksen yhteistoiminnan rakentuminen asiantuntijoiden keskusteluissa. - Habilitative everyday life to support
the child. Construction of the collaboration of
education and rehabilitation in experts
discussions. 177 p. Summary 4 p. 2008.
LEHTONEN, PÄIVI HANNELE, Voimauttava video.
Asiakaslähtöisyyden, myönteisyyden ja
videokuvan muodostama työorientaatio
perhetyön menetelmänä. - Empowering video.
A work orientation formed by client-focus,
positivity and video image as a method for
family work. 257 p. Summary 3 p. 2008.
RUOHOMÄKI, JYRKI, “Could Do Better”.
Academic Interventions in Northern Ireland
Unionism. - “Could Do Better” Akateemiset
interventiot Pohjois-Irlannin unionismiin.
238 p. Tiivistelmä 2 p. 2008.
SALMI, PAULA, Nimeäminen ja lukemisvaikeus.
Kehityksen ja kuntoutuksen näkökulma. Naming and dyslexia: Developmental and
training perspectives.
169 p. Summary 2 p. 2008.
RANTANEN, JOHANNA, Work-family interface and
psychological well-being: A personality and
longitudinal perspective. - Työn ja perheen
vuorovaikutuksen yhteys psyykkiseen hyvinvointiin sekä persoonallisuuteen
pitkittäistutkimuksen näkökulmasta 86 p.
(146 p.) Yhteenveto 6 p. 2008.
PIIPPO, JUKKA, Trust, Autonomy and Safety at
Integrated Network- and Family-oriented
mode for co-operation. A Qualitative Study.
70 p. (100 p.) Yhteenveto 2 p. 2008.
HÄTINEN, MARJA, Treating job burnout in
employee rehabilitation: Changes in
symptoms, antecedents, and consequences. -
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Työuupumuksen hoito työikäisten kuntoutuksessa: muutokset työuupumuksen oireissa,
ennakoijissa ja seurauksissa. 85 p. (152 p.)
Tiivistelmä 4 p. 2008.
PRICE, GAVIN, Numerical magnitude
representation in developmental dyscalculia:
Behavioural and brain imaging studies.
139 p. 2008.
RAUTIAINEN, MATTI, Keiden koulu? Aineenopettajaksi opiskelevien käsityksiä koulukulttuurin yhteisöllisyydestä. - Who does
school belong to? Subject teacher students’
conceptions of community in school culture.
180 p. Summary 4 p. 2008.
UOTINEN, SANNA, Vanhempien ja lasten
toimijuuteen konduktiivisessa kasvatuksessa.
- Into the agency of a parent and a child in
conductive education. 192 p. Summary 3 p.
2008.
AHONEN, HELENA, Rehtoreiden kertoma johtajuus ja johtajaidentiteetti. - Leadership and
leader identity as narrated by headmasters.
193 p. 2008.
MOISIO, OLLI-PEKKA, Essays on radical
educational philosophy. 151 p. Tiivistelmä
3 p. 2009.
LINDQVIST, RAIJA, Parisuhdeväkivallan
kohtaaminen maaseudun sosiaalityössä. Encountering partner violence with rural
social work. 256 p. 2009.
TAMMELIN, MIA, Working time and family time.
Experiences of the work and family interface
among dual-earning couples in Finland. Työaika ja perheen aika: kokemuksia työn ja
perheen yhteensovittamisesta Suomessa.
159 p. Tiivistelmä 3 p. 2009.
RINNE, PÄIVI, Matkalla muutokseen. Sosiaalialan projektitoiminnan perustelut, tavoitteet ja
toimintatavat Sosiaaliturva-lehden kirjoituksissa 1990-luvulla. - On the way to the change.
221 p. Summary 2 p. 2009.
VALTONEN, RIITTA, Kehityksen ja oppimisen
ongelmien varhainen tunnistaminen Lenearvioinnin avulla. Kehityksen ongelmien
päällekkäisyys ja jatkuvuus 4–6-vuotiailla
sekä ongelmien yhteys koulusuoriutumiseen.
- Lene-assessment and early identification of
developmental and learning problems. Cooccurrence and continuity of developmental
problems from age 4 to age 6 and relation to
school performance. 73 p. (107 p.) Summary
2 p. 2009.
SUHONEN,KATRI, Mitä hiljainen tieto on hengellisessä työssä? Kokemuksellinen näkökulma
hiljaisen tiedon ilmenemiseen, siirrettävyyteen
ja siirrettävyyden merkitykseen ikääntyneiden
diakoniatyöntekijöiden ja pappien työssä.
- What is tacit knowledge in spiritual work?
An experiential approach to the manifestation,
significance and distribution of tacit
knowledge in the work of aged church
deacons and ministers. 181 p. Summary 6 p.
2009.
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359 JUMPPANEN, AAPO, United with the United States
– George Bush’s foreign policy towards
Europe 1989–1993. 177 p. Yhteenveto 3 p.
2009.
360 HUEMER, SINI, Training reading skills.
Towards fluency. - Lukemistaitojen harjoittaminen. Tavoitteena sujuvuus. 85 p. (188 p.)
Yhteenveto 3 p. 2009.
361 ESKELINEN, TEPPO, Putting global poverty in
context. A philosophical essay on power,
justice and economy. 221 p. Yhtenveto 1 p.
2009.
362 TAIPALE, SAKARI, Transformative technologies,
spatial changes: Essays on mobile phones
and the internet. 97 p. (184 p.) Yhteenveto 3 p.
2009.
363 KORKALAINEN, PAULA, Riittämättömyyden
tunteesta osaamisen oivallukseen. Ammatillisen asiantuntijuuden kehittäminen varhaiserityiskasvatuksen toimintaympäristöissä. From a feeling of insuffiency to a new sense of
expertise. Developing professional
knowledge and skills in the operational
environments for special needs childhood
education and care. 303 p. Summary 4 p.
2009.
364 SEPPÄLÄ-PÄNKÄLÄINEN, TARJA, Oppijoiden
moninaisuuden kohtaaminen suomalaisessa
lähikoulussa. Etnografia kouluyhteisön
aikuisten yhdessä oppimisen haasteista ja
mahdollisuuksista. - Confronting the
Diversity of Learners in a Finnish
Neighbourhood School. An Ethnographic
Study of the Challenges and Opportunities of
Adults Learning Together in a School
community. 256 p. Summary 4 p. 2009.
365 SEVÓN, EIJA, Maternal Responsibility and
Changing Relationality at the Beginning of
Motherhood. - Äidin vastuu ja muuttuvat
perhesuhteet äitiyden alussa. 117 p. (200 p.)
Yhteenveto 5 p. 2009.
366 HUTTUNEN-SCOTT, TIINA, Auditory duration
discrimination in children with reading
disorder, attention deficit or both. Kuulonvarainen keston erottelu lapsilla, joilla
on lukemisvaikeus, tarkkaavaisuuden ongelma tai molemmat . 68 p. (112 p.)
Tiivistelmä 3 p. 2009.
367 NEUVONEN-RAUHALA, MARJA-LIISA, Työelämälähtöisyyden määrittäminen ja käyttäminen
ammattikorkeakoulun jatkotutkintokokeilussa. - Defining and applying workinglife orientation in the polytechnic
postgraduate experiment. 163 p.
Summary 7 p. 2009.
368 NYMAN, TARJA, Nuoren vieraan kielen opettajan
pedagogisen ajattelun ja ammatillisen asiantuntijuuden kehittyminen. - The development
of pedagogical thinking and professional
expertise of newly qualified language
teachers. 121 p. (201 p.) Summary 4 p. 2009.

369 PUUTIO, RISTO, Hidden agendas. Situational
tasks, discursive strategies and institutional
practices in process consultation. 83 p. (147 p.)
Tiivistelmä 2 p. 2009.
370 TOIVANEN, JUHANA, Animal consciousness. Peter
Olivi on cognitive functions of the sensitive
soul. 369 p. Yhteenveto 4 p. 2009.
371 NOKIA, MIRIAM, The role of the hippocampal
theta activity in classical eyeblink
conditioning in rabbits. - Hippokampuksen
theta-aktiivisuuden rooli klassisessa
silmäniskuehdollistamisessa kaneilla. 41 p.
(80 p.) Yhteenveto 2 p. 2009.
372 LÄHTEENMÄKI, VILI, Essays on early modern
conceptions of consciousness: Descartes,
Cudworth, and Locke. 160 p. 2009.
373 BJÖRK, KAJ, What explains development.
Development strategy for low human
development index countries. 212 p. Yhteenveto 1 p. 2009.
374 PUUPPONEN, ANTTI, Maaseutuyrittäjyys, verkostot ja paikallisuus. Tapaustutkimus pienimuotoisen elintarviketuotannon kestävyydestä Keski-Suomessa. - Rural entrepreneurship,
networks and locality. A case study of the
sustainability of small-scale food production
in Central Finland. 100 p. (191 p.) Summary
3 p. 2009.
375 HALTTUNEN, LEENA, Päivähoitotyö ja johtajuus
hajautetussa organisaatiossa. - Day care work
and leadership in a distributed organization.
181 p. Summary 4 p. 2009.
376 KAIDESOJA, TUUKKA, Studies on ontological and
methodological foundations of critical realism
in the social sciences. 65 p. (187 p.) Yhteenveto 9 p. 2009.
377 SIPPOLA, MARKKU, A low road to investment
and labour management? The labour process
at Nordic subsidiaries in the Baltic States.
272 p. Tiivistelmä 2 p. 2009.
378 SANTALA, OLLI-PEKKA, Expertise in using the
Rorschach comprehensive system in
personality assessment. 150 p. Tiivistelmä
1 p. 2009.
379 HARJUNEN, HANNELE, Women and fat:
Approaches to the social study of fatness.
- Naiset ja lihavuus: näkökulmia lihavuuden
yhteiskuntatieteelliseen tutkimukseen 87 p.
(419 p. ) Tiivistelmä 4 p. 2009.
380 KETTUNEN, LIISA, Kyllä vai ei. Peruskoulun
sukupuolikasvatuksen oppimateriaalin
kehittämistyö ja arviointi. - Yes or no? The
development and evaluation of teaching
material for sex education in the Finnish
comprehensive school. 266 p. Summary 3 p.
2010.
381 FROM, KRISTINE, “Että sais olla lapsena toisten
lasten joukossa”. Substantiivinen teoria
erityistä tukea tarvitsevan lapsen toiminnallisesta osallistumisesta toimintaympäristöissään. - To be a child just as the others in the
peer group. A substantive theory of activity-
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based participation of the child with special
educational needs. 174 p. Summary 4 p. 2010.
MYKKÄNEN, JOHANNA, Isäksi tulon tarinat,
tunteet ja toimijuus. - Becoming a father –
types of narrative, emotions and agency.
166 p. Summary 5 p. 2010.
RAASUMAA, VESA, Perusopetuksen rehtori
opettajien osaamisen johtajana. - Knowledge
management functions of a principal in basic
education. 349 p. Summary 5 p. 2010.
SIISIÄINEN, LAURI, Foucault´s voices: Toward the
political genealogy of the auditory-sonorous. Foucault´n äänet. Kohti auditoris-sonoorista
poliittista genealogiaa. 207 p. Tiivistelmä
2 p. 2010.
PULLI, TUULA, Totta ja unta. Draama puhe- ja
kehitysvammaisten ihmisten yhteisöllisenä
kuntoutuksena ja kokemuksena. - The Real
and the Illusory. Drama as a means of
community-based rehabilitation and
experience for persons with severe learning
and speech disabilities. 281 p. Summary 7 p.
2010.
SIISKONEN, TIINA, Kielelliset erityisvaikeudet ja
lukemaan oppiminen. - Specific language
impairments and learning to read. 205 p.
Summary 3 p. 2010.
LYYRA, PESSI, Higher-order theories of
consciousness: An appraisal and application.
- Korkeamman kertaluvun tietoisuusteoriat:
arvio ja käyttöehdotus. 163 p. Yhteenveto 5 p.
2010.
KARJALAINEN, MERJA, Ammattilaisten käsityksiä
mentoroinnista työpaikalla. - Professionals’
conceptions of mentoring at work. 175 p.
Summary 7 p. 2010.
GEMECHU, DEREJE TEREFE, The implementation of
a multilingual education policy in Ethiopia:
The case of Afaan Oromoo in primary schools
of Oromia Regional State. 266 p. 2010.
KOIVULA, MERJA, Lasten yhteisöllisyys ja
yhteisöllinen oppiminen päiväkodissa. Children’s sense of community and
collaborative learning in a day care centre.
189 p. Summary 3 p. 2010.
NIEMI, MINNA, Moraalijärjestystä tuottamassa.
Tutkimus poliisityöstä lasten parissa. Producing moral order. A Study on police
work with children. 190 p. Summary 3 p.
2010.
ALEMAYEHU TEKLEMARIAM HAYE, Effects of
intervention on psychosocial functioning of
hearing and hard of hearing children in
selected primary schools of Addis Ababa,
Ethiopia. 195 p. Executive summary 4 p. 2010.
KASKIHARJU, EIJA, Koteja ja kodinomaisuutta.
Tutkimus vanhenemisen paikoista valtiopäiväpuheissa 1950 - 2005. - Homes and
homelikeness. A study on places for ageing in
parliamentary speeches from 1950 to 2005.
244 p. Summary 5 p. 2010.

394 MAHLAKAARTO, SALME, Subjektiksi työssä Identiteettiä rakentamassa voimaantumisen
kehitysohjelmassa. - Becoming a subject at
work - Constructing identity within a
program of empowerment. 95 p. (198 p.)
Yhteenveto 1 p. 2010.
395 TAPIO, TARJA, “Meilä on kaikila samanlaiset
tarinat”. Tarinankerrontatutkimus tornionlaaksolaisuudesta vanhimpien aapualaisten
arjessa ja tulevaisuudessa. - “We all have the
same stories”. A storytelling case study of
Torne Valley -ness in the everyday life and
future of elderly Aapua residents. 261 p.
Summary 6 p. 2010.
396 RAUTIAINEN, EIJA-LIISA, Co-construction and
collaboration in couple therapy for
depression. - Yhteistoiminnallisuus masennuksen pariterapiassa. 56 p. (122 p.) Yhteenveto 3 p. 2010.
397 AALTONEN, TERHI, “Taiteilija ei vanhene”.
Haastattelututkimus kuvataiteilijoiden
ikääntymiskokemuksista taidemaailmassa. “An artist doesn´t get old”. An interviewbased study of painters’ experiences of ageing
in the world. 216 p. Summary 5 p. 2010.
398 SAVOLAINEN, KAISA, Education as a means to
world peace: The case of the 1974 UNESCO
recommendation. - Kasvatus maailmanrauhan
välineenä: Tapaustutkimus UNESCON 1974
hyväksymästä suosituksesta. 262 p. Yhteenveto 12 p. 2010.
399 HEMMINKI, ARJA, Kertomuksia avioerosta ja
parisuhteen päättymisestä. Suomalainen
eropuhe pohjalaisten kirjoituksissa ja naistenlehdissä. - Narratives on divorce and ending
of a relationship. 158 p. Summary 2 p. 2010.
400 SAINE, NINA, On the rocky road of reading:
Effects of computer-assisted intervention for
at-risk children. - Lukemaan oppimisen
kivisellä tiellä – Verkkopohjaisen Ekapeli ohjelman kuntouttavat vaikutukset riskilasten
lukemaan oppimisessa. 95 p. (208 p.) Yhteenveto 5 p. 2010.
401 VILJARANTA, JAANA, The development and role
of task motivation and task values during
different phases of the school career. Oppiainekohtaisen koulumotivaation kehitys
ja rooli koulutaipaleen eri vaiheissa. 53 p.
( 115 p.) Yhteenveto 1 p. 2010.
402 OINAS, TOMI, Sukupuolten välinen kotityönjako
kahden ansaitsijan perheissä. - Domestic
division of labour in dual-earner households.
188 p. 2010.
403 MAMMON, REET, Kolmen etnisen ryhmän
kotoutumisprosessi Suomessa. - The
integration process of three ethnic groups in
Finland. 142 p. Summary 5 p. 2010.
404 KETONEN, RITVA, Dysleksiariski oppimisen
haasteena. Fonologisen tietoisuuden interventio ja lukemaan oppiminen. - Risk for dyslexia
as a challenge of learning. Phonological
intervention and learning to read. 139 p.
Summary 3 p. 2010.
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405 LAHTERO, TAPIO, Yhtenäiskoulun johtamiskulttuuri. Symbolis-tulkinnallinen näkökulma. - Leadership culture in unified
comprehensive school, symbolic-interpretative
approach. 238 p. Summary 2 p. 2011.
406 NOTKO, MARIANNE, Väkivalta,vallankäyttö ja
vahingoittuminen naisten perhesuhteissa.
- Violence, power using and being hurt in
women’s family relations. 254 p. Summary
5 p. 2011.
407 PULKKINEN, SEPPO, Valmentajataustan merkitys
rehtorin työssä. - The significance of coaching
background in principal´s work. 211 p.
Summary 7 p. 2011.
408 SÖDOR, UUVE, Community resilience and
wellbeing in northwest Russian forestry
settlements. 195 p. Summary 2 p. 2011.
409 HYVÖNEN, KATRIINA, Personal work goals put
into context: Associations with work
environment and occupational well-being. Henkilökohtaisten työtavoitteiden puitteet:
yhteydet työoloihin ja työhyvinvointiin 82 p.
(133 p.) Yhteenveto 3 p. 2011.
410 RUOHOTIE-LYHTY, MARIA, Opettajuuden alkutaival. Vastavalmistuneen vieraan kielen opettajan toimijuus ja ammatillinen kehittyminen. First steps on the path of teacherhood. Newly
qualified foreign language teachers’ agency
and professional development. 98 p. (190 p.)
Summary 2 p. 2011.
411 HALONEN, KATRI, Kulttuurituottajat taiteen ja
talouden risteyskohdassa. - Cultural
intermediaries at the junction between art and
business. 101 p. (175 p.) Summary 6 p. 2011.
412 MIKOLA, MARJATTA, Pedagogista rajankäyntiä
koulussa. Inkluusioreitit ja yhdessä oppimisen edellytykset. - Defining pedagogical
boundaries at school – the routes to inclusion
and conditions for collaborative learning.
304 p. Summary 8 p. 2011.
413 SOANJÄRVI, KATARIINA, Mitä on ammatillinen
nuorisotyö? Nuorisotyön villiä kenttää
kesyttämässä. - What is professional youth
work? Taming of wild youth work sector.
152 p. Summary 3 p. 2011.
414 LEHTO-SALO, PIRKKO, Koulukotisijoitus –
nuoren toinen mahdollisuus? Mielenterveyden häiriöiden, oppimisvaikeuksien ja
perheongelmien kirjo kehittämishaasteena. The placement on a reform school – The
second change for an adolescent? Psychiatric
disorders, learning disabilities and problems
in the family as a challenge of treatment.
74 p. (125 p.) 2011.
415 MÄGI, KATRIN, Achievement goals, achievement
behaviours, and skill development in the
school and home context: Their antecedents
and correlates. 54 p. (134 p.) Yhteenveto 3 p.
2011.

416 HEINONEN, VEIKKO U.J., Suomalaisen turvallisuuspolitiikan tila. Suomalaisen 2000-luvun
alun turvallisuuspoliittisen debatin
käsiteanalyyttinen tarkastelu. - The state of
Finnish security policy. A conceptual analysis
of the Finnish debate on security policy in the
early 2000s. 266 p. Yhteenveto 1 p. 2011.
417 PURO, ERIKA, Peruskoulun erityisopetuksen
laatu oppilaiden, huoltajien, koulunkäyntiavustajien, opettajien ja rehtorien arvioimana.
- The quality of special education in Finnish
comprehensive schools from the viewpoint of
pupils, parents, educational assistants,
teachers and principals. 165 p. Summary 2 p.
2011.
418 PIETIKÄINEN, MAIJA, Laulu ja amor mundi.
Tutkimus laulusta eräänä maailmasta huolehtimisen perusaktiviteettina. - Singing and
amor mundi. 193 p. Summary 2 p. 2011.
419 SALO, SIRPA, Parisuhdeongelmat ja lasten
psyykkinen hyvinvointi: kaksi tutkimusnäkökulmaa. - Couples conflicts and
children’s mental wellbeing: two research
approaches. 156 p. Summary 2 p. 2011.
420 HANNONEN, RIITTA, Verbal and academic skills
in children with type 1 diabetes. - Tyypin 1
diabetesta sairastavien lasten kielelliset ja
oppimiseen liittyvät perustaidot. 49 p. (79 p.)
Yhteenveto 3 p. 2011.
421 SELIN, JANI, Hallinnan näkökulmia huumeriippuvuuden hoitoon Suomessa vuosina 19652005. - Governmental perspectives on the
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